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Hello, and thank you for tuning in to...

SPORTS

WORLD
A Complete playing guide to the world

of video sports games, presented by Phil
Pigeon and Ryan Handsome for the

World Network.

It's a book about sports games, with
words on the pages and everything!

• • •



I JUST HAVE

I
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3 month Games World spills the guts
he home versions of monster
ade hit Primal Rage - and they're
king good! See the very first shots
his blockbuster beat-'em-up on
r console or computer.

SO Featured:
aytona USA —
je feature and review!

triker PSX -
isive 4-page preview!

anzer Dragoon —

Street Racer — md
Heart Of Darkness
Illusion Of Time
Fever Pitch
Lemmings 3D

I Soulstar — Jag
I PO'ed And many
Z more...

TO HAVE THIS MA3AZ 1 NE

EVERY MONTH!
To ensure that you never miss

out on the UK's Ultimate Games
Bible, tear this form out and hand
it to your newsagent.

-E KA^AziNE f:=

Name
Address

Postcode
Tel:

Alternatively, call our subscriptions department on:

01202 78057
And have Games World: The Magazine delivered to your
door every month for a whole year for only £30.00. It's a
must!
Games World: The Magazine is available on the last
Thursday of every month, priced £2.50. It is produced
by the utterly brilliant Paragon Publishing Ltd (01202
299900) and distributed by Seymour International Press
(081 679 1899).



I
ommodore comes to the crunch ....

I Well, this is it. By the time you read this the decision will have been made as to the future of

I
Commodore and this is likely to have a big bearing on that of the Amiga and, of course, the CD32.

I don't believe the future of the machine lives or dies on the announcement. There's enough users

I
already out there to warrant continued support, at least in the short term but who can say what lies

I in store in the far distance?

The tone of many producers recently has been a wary one. How many times in the last couple of months have I

heard 'well we'd like to, but...'?

And that's how it is. The Amiga is a very popular system among programmers because it's so nice to use. They
like it. The problenn is that when the future is so unsure people can't afford to hedge their bets. Of course we could
get a buy-out, in which case it's a fair bet the Amiga will take off once more. I've even heard rumours suggesting

the machine could once again establish itself as the number one home system for the same reasons it always did, le

comparatively low cost for it's capabilities.

If the CD32 can once more go on general sale then we're likely to see an increase in CD-only titles. There's such
a booming PC-CD-ROM market at the moment and many of these would lend themselves perfectly for CD32 con-

version. This could well lead to the AI200 owners going out en masse to purchase CD-ROM drives for their

machines, furthering still the appeal of the Amiga as a platform to all the major software publishers.

But that's all in the future at the moment. All we can do is wait and see what happens. Tune in next Issue when
we'll have more pros and cons and a few less what ifs and maybes
Until the next time...

D Miles Guttery

l«^
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CD instructions 06
Time to play those loveiy juicy demos, and here's how. Actually we had a few problems this month, but there's some real stormers coming your way for

the next issue. Promise!

news I

No Trevor McDonald, no ^igela Rippon, not even the chimes of Big Ben to herald it's arrival, but it's news nonetheless,

previews
Top down racing action from Kompart and organised crime from Bullfrog are just two of the delights a

At least we should be fine for reviews next month!

features I 6
After much whinging and whining from your good selves concerning the various CD-ROM A 1 200 add-ons, we bring the definitive guide to what's out

there. Also there's a look at the multimedia products of Optonica Ltd.

reviews. 30
Violence is the name of che game this month, with the best beat-'em-

up to hit the CD32 yet as well as the best future sport ever. Not
only that, but we've also got a compilation bearing our very own
ime and featuring three of the highest rated games in the history of

ACG. Not bad, eh;

SHADOW FIGHTERS ..

REVIEWS ROUND-UP .

. SPEEDBALL 2

.GAMER GOLD
COLLECTION

subs 44
Go on, order your copy of ACG direct every month and maybe we poor staff members will get a pay rise.

playing tips 47
to come if you're having problems. We offer comprehensive medical cover against the tearing out of the \

scores big enough to impress friends the world over.

correspondence 57
Put pen to i^per and pour out your heart If there's anything about the CD32 which is bugging you, this is liie place to air your dirty washing, or somethlngt

mail order. 64
Roll up girls. Looking for a new bloke? Well this is the place to grab one, all clean and fully guaranteed. Only jokingl

at very reasonable prices. No questions asked, know wot I mean!?
, other bits of guff are here

AMIGA CD32 GAMER 95 ISSUE 12 MAY 1995 MmM



CD instructU
WARNING THE CONTENTS OF YOUR CD ARE CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS {now!}.

MASTERING PROBLEMS MAY CAUSE SOME DEMOS TO BE OMITTED. SEE CD FOR UP-TO-DATE INFO.

Limbo of the Lost
I
ou've read the work in progress feature, now play the game - well, a bit

I of it. As Cap'n Benjamin Spooner Briggs, you need to escape from this

I evil place and return with your family to civilisation.

The game itself is in the classic point n' click adventure style, with

' over 50 different locations to visit and loads of weird, wonderful and

not-so-wonderful characters to meet and chat with, fight or help out of a fix.

Hopefuliy this month's demo will give you the flavour of the game, with a couple of

rooms to explore and a couple of puzzles to solve. Notice how you can click on any

on-screen object and get a response unique to that object. Though the graphics may

not seem as detailed as, say. Beneath a Steel Sky, Simon the Sorcerer or Universe, you'll

see they offer a lot less cluttered atmosphere and make it easier to see what needs to

be done.

Anyway, you'll find all that out for yourself. What you need to know is how to get

around. The user interface is quite simple and straightforward. Once loaded, you'll see

the control pointer on screen which can be moved around via the pad. It starts out as

an eye, and clicking with this anywhere on screen will bring up a brief description.

Normally with these things you have to click on an icon bar to select the function you

want, but here hitting the blue button cycles through those available. You'll see the

pointer change.

AMIGA CD32 GAMER OH ISSUE 1 2 MAY 1995



faulty discs
If you have any problems with your disc, please contact:

CD32 Discs

Paragon Publishing

Paragon House, St. Peter's Road
Bounemouth BHI 2JS

Multi media
Machine

^diiipmr irurn (.rieir i^oW That's What I Call Garni

lations of PD, Shareware and demo software. Their disks

usually include around 100 tracks and retail for just £20.

And as you can see they're pretty good fun.

Multi Media Machine can be contacted direct on 01204
383688 and are al

PD & SHAREWARE
Public Domain software is put out by developers who ask for no
fee for their games, preferring to demonstrate their skills for free.

Shareware games, by contrast, are made freely available only so you

can try them. If you like a shareware game enough to keep playing

it then you should send the programmer a small donation so that

he can afford to keep producing more great games. Full details are

included within the Multi Media Machine sampler.

plus PD etc
As usual, there's the regular selection games, shareware and

demos from the wide and wonderful world of public domain.

Here's a full cast list so you know what to expect

Demos

PD Corner
Boomerang Man
Get It

Wipeout

Shareware

Big Sneeze
HowToRunWall
Shuttle

Skydive

Dinowarp
Industrial Espionage

Jackland

Rocky
Scorched Tanks

Space War
Zyrad Demo

AMIGA CD32 GAMER ISSUE 1 2 MAY 1995



issue 3 of 3DO Magazine available 30th March

3DO o

interactive entertainment's new world standard

13DO
SPRING 1995 £4.99 with Coverdisc Magazine^

GEXf
Exclusive Review

CrytJal Dyaamirs'
green Gekkii slan in the

hesi ptalformer wl!

Plus: Bladeforte. Killing

Time, Caattim Fodder,
Jmmrrtrnary. Myal.

Pa'ed, Srndiralf.
Maitlana Jotie* & fUam And -lam

Reality Bites
-S-c

Ifyou are having difficulty obtaining a copy of

3DO Magazine, or you wish to place a regular

order for it, hand this form to your local newsagent.

Please reserve me a copy of:

3DO Magazine (ISSN 1355 9621) at £4.99

3DO Magazine is available every two months
from all good newsagents.

Name . .

Address

Postcode .

Phone No

3DO Magazine is distributed by Seymour Ltd (081-679 1899), is published by Paragon Publishing Ltd (01202-299900) and is fully SOR



FRONTIER

14.99
SKELETON CREW

21.99
LOST EDEN
22.49

AMIGA CD32 TITLES

DEMOS, EDUCATION, MUSIC AND
GRAPHICS .,..,

17 BIT CONTINUATION.
HUGE FOLLOW UP COLLECTION TO

A.TR. rrEAMi7|
AKIRA
ALIEN BREED -TOWER ASSAULT ..

XS SAVER - DEDUCT £2 UNTIL M
ALIENBREED3D
ARCADE POOL
BANSHEE
BATTLECHESS .,.

BENEATH A STEEL SKY
BLODDNET
BRUTAL FOOTBALL

BUBBLE AND SOUEAK .,, , 20.

BUREAU 13 19.

CANNON FODDER .19.

CASTLES2 17.

CDPD VOLUME 1,

FRED FISH DISKS 1-660 AND LOTS OF
PD/SHAREWARE 19.

CDPD VOLUME 2,

FRED FISH DISKS 661-760 PLUS SCOPE
DISKS 1-220, AB20 ARCHIVES AND LOTS
MORE FD/SHAREWARE ,.19.

CDPD VOLUME 3.

FRED FISH DISKS 761-890 AND LOTS OF
GRAPHICS, VISTA PRO OE
AMD CLASSICAL BOOKS TEJO"
CDPD VOLUME 4.

FRED FISH DISKS 891-1000, OVER 7(

FONTS, RAYTRAGING UTILITIES.
APPLICATIONS AND C C
DANGEROUS STREETS fi WING
COMMANDER
DISPOSABLE HERO
DIZZV THE BIG SIX

DONK
DHBGONSTONE
DREAMWEB

ELITE 2 (FRONTIER) 14.99

EXTRACTORS 19.49

FIELDS OF GLOHV 16,49

FINAL OVER - ARCADE SPORTS CRICKET

FIREANOICE
FRONTIER - FIRST ENCOUNTERS
FURYOFTHEFURRIES
GUARDIAN
GUNSHIP^OOO
HEIMDALL 2 - BANE OF ASGARD
IMPOSSIBLE MISSION
JOHN BARNES
JUNGLE STRIKE ,18.'

KINGPIN ...
,

LABYRINTH OFTtME
LEMMINGS ,.. 6.'

LITILDIVIL

LOST EDEN 22,

LOTUSTHIL0GY(LOTUS1.2,3| ... .

MANCHESTER UNITED PREMIER
LEAGUE CHAMPIONS .

MANCHESTER UNITED - THE DOUBLE
MEGA RACE
MICROFRENCH CD (8 TO ADULT).
THE FIRST EVER LANGUAGE COURSE
FOR THE CD -32. FEATURES REAL
SPEECH. COMPLETE WITH eCSE
PHRASE BOOK 26.'

S™™"::;:: ;::?;;S
ATARI LYNX GAMES

SOCCER SUPER STARS 18,49 APB ., 14

SPEEDBALL2 12.49 BASKETBRAWL £

SPERIS LEGACY 20.90 BILL AND TEDS EXCELLENT ADV f

STAR CRUSADER 19.99 CALIFORNIA GAMES .,. "
SUB WAR 2050 16,49 CASINO 11

SUPER FROG .,...11,99 CHECKERED FLAG 1C

SUPER STARDUST .. 18.99 CHIPS CHALLENGE
,
.., i

XS SAVER- DEDUCT E3 UNTIL MAY 31 CRYSTAL MINES 2 ., £

THE CLUE 19.49 DESERT STRIKE 24

THEME PARK 22,49 DINO OLYMPICS 12.

TOP GEAR 2 19.49 DIRTY LARRY - RENEGADE
TRIVIAL PURSUIT 10.99 DOUBLE DRAGON
UFO - ENEMY UNKNOWN 16.49 ELECTRO COP
ULTIMATE BODY BLOWS GATES OFZENDECON ... .

BODY BLOWS S HOCKEY
BODY BLOWS GALACTIC 19.49 HYDRA
VITAL LIGHT .12.99 ISHIDO

INTERNATIONAL SOCCER 16.S9 KUNG FOOD
CUP SOCCER „ 12.99 LEMMINGS

WORLD CUP GOLF 20.99 MS PACMAN
WORMS

NOW,,. GAMES 1,

100 PD/SHAREWARE GAMES ,.

NOW ...GAMES 2.

100 PD/SHAREWARE GAMES IB.!

OSCARS a DIGGERS
PINBALL FANTASIES
PINBALL ILLUSIONS
PIRATES GOLD
POWEBDRIVE
PUSSIES GALORE
RALLY CHAMPIONSHIPS
RISE OF THE ROBOTS
ROAD KILL

ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2) 13.'

SENSIBLE SOCCER - INTL EDI
SHADOW FIGHTER
SIMON THE SORCERER
SIMON THE SORCERER 2

.99 ADULT -TXE BLUE NOTE (18)

TOP DIGITAL VIDEO
FOR CD32 WITH FMV MODULE INSTALLED,
FOR FILMS RATED 18 PLEASE STATE "I AM

OVER IB" ON YOUR ORDER FORM.
ADULT- PIN UP GIRLS (1B| 12.99

ADULT- QUANTUM DEEP (18) 17.93

ADULT-SUMMERGAMES(ia) 24.99

NFL FOOTBALL
NINJAGAIDEN ..

PAPERBOY

RAMPAGE
RAMPARTS
ROBOTRON 3084 .

S.T.U.N. RUNNER

(PGl .

BLACKRAINHBl
DAFFY DUCK SFREINDS(U1
JAMES BOND TRILOGY - OR NO,
FROM RUSSIA WITH LOVE AND
GOLDFINGEfl (PG)

PENN AND TELLER
- DONT TRY THIS AT HOME (PG|

QUEEN - GREATEST FLIX I & II ... .

RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK |PG| .

STARTREK2 ... .

STAR TREK VI

WAYNE'S WORLD 2 (PG)

...12.99 SHADOW OF THE BEAST ..

17 99 SLIMEWORLD
15.99 STEELTALONS
10.99 SUPERSOUEEK

SW1TCHBLADE2

...44,99 TOURNAMENT CYBEHBALL
TURBO SUB

...12.99 ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE ..

...22.99 VIKING CI

WARBIRDS
99 WORLD CLASS SOCCER
99 XENOPHOBE

15.99 XYBOTS
MERCENARY ...

AMIGA CD32
CD BASED

-BIT POWER. 262.144 COLOURS FROM
PALLETTE OF 15.7 MILLION,

2 MB RAM. FAST 14 MHz 6802D
R0CE5S0R. PLAYS AUDIO CDS VIA or
,"iEEN DISPLAY AND DIGITAL VIDEO CD

With OPTIONAL FMV ADAPTOR.

: 179,99
SEVEN CDS - MICROCOSM,

CANNON FODDER, LIBERATION,
PROJECT X, ULTIMATE BODY BLOWS,
OSCAR, DIGGERS AND ONE CONTROL PAD

SUPER AMIGA
CD SX-1 BUNDLE
CD32 CONSOLE COMBINED WITH THE

SX-1 EXPANSION MODULE TO PROVIDE THE FULL
POWER OF AN A1200 HOME COMPUTER
PRISES

CD32 STATE-OF-THE-AR
SX-1 EXPANSION MODUl
EXTERNAL 3.5' DISK DRI

MOUSE AND JOYPAD
SEVEN TOP GAMES MICROCOSM, CANNON
FODDER LIBERATION. PROJECT X, ULTIMATE

BODY BLOWS, OSCAR AND DIGGERS PLUS FRED
FISH PD AND SHAREWARE CD FEATURING

HUNDREDS OF PROGRAMS (DOES NOT INCLUDE MONITOR OR WORKBENCH DISKS)

SUPER AMIGA CD SX-1 BUNDLE 2/0 _. 460.00

" VERY SPECIAL DEAL

-

ADD A PLUS SCI-FI PACK FOR CD32
(ONLY AVAILABLE WHEN YOU BUY A N CD32 ITEM
OF OVER ElOO). CONTAINS ONE CONTROL PAD,

UFO AND SUB WAR 2050 CD'S. .29,99

;d console

• keyboard.

ATARI LYNX 2 BATMAN RETURNS PACK 29.
WITH BATMAN RETURNS GAME
BATTERY PACK FOR ATARI LYNX
EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY FOR ATARI LYNX,
POWERED BY 6 X HP2 BATTERIES (NOT INCLUDED)

MAINS ADAPTOR FOR ATARI LYNX 1 OR 2
ESSENTIAL AS BATTERY LIFE IS SHORT

COMLVNX CABLE
CONNECTS TWO OR MORE LYNX CONSOLES FOR
MULTI PLAYER ACTION

ATARI KIT CASE FOB LYNX
WITH ROOM FOR CONSOLE, GAMES, POWER SUPPLY
AND OTHER ACCESSORIES 12.98

SX-1 EXPANSION MODULE
TRANSFORMS CD-32 INTO A FULLY FUNCTIONAL
COMPUTER ALLOWING CONNECTION OF EXTERNAL
FLOPPY DRIVE, INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL IDE HARD
DRIVE, KEYBOARD, MODEM/SERIAL DEVICES.
PRINTERS, RGB MONITORS AND UP TO BMB MEMORY

199.99
KEYBOARD (WHITE) FOR SX-1 CD32 EXPANSION MODULE 29.99

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR ANY AMIGA OR
SX-1 SONY CITIZEN MECHANISM. SBOK FORMATTED

COMMODORE CONTROL PAD
FOR AMIGA CD-32

13.99

CD WALLETS

SNKNEOGEOCD
BUILT FOR PURE AMUSEMENT,

THE NEC GEO CD INCLUDES LEADING
TECHNOLOGIES PRODUCING UNRIVALLED
QUALITY. DETAILED GRAPHICS, FULLY
ORCHESTRATED MUStC. LIFELIKE SOUND
EFFECTS, REFINED GRAPHICS, FULLY

DEDICATED CONTROLS AND GAMES WITH
DAZZLING PLAYASILITY. THE NEC GEO HAS THE
ABILITY TO PLAY AUDIO CD'S IN ADDITION TO

" AND IS SUPPLIED WITH FATAL FURY
2 AND 2 CONTROL PADS

379.99
NEO GEO CD WITH FATAL FURY 2 AND
2 CONTROL PADS

NEO GEO CD SOFTWARE
AEROFIGHTERS2 43.99 SAMURAI SHOWDOWN 2 ...50.99

AGGRESSORS OF STREET HOOP 43.99

DARK KOMBAT 43.99 SUPER SIDEKICKS 2 41.99

ART OF FIGHTING 43.99 TOP HUNTER 43.99

KING OF FIGHTERS 94 50,99 WINDJAMMERS 43.99

RALLY CHASE 43.99 ALL OFFICIAL UK PRODUCTS

MONTHiy

"'PAGECOIOUI

(LUBMtGUINE

RELEASHHEDULE

CHARTS
- REVIEWS

HUSIItAHSS

Pt, Ul GENUINE

1® UKPtODUCIS

KUVTHSCOtlRS

XS SAVERS
' BONVSIS

.i^;^ WIN A SONY^ PLAYSTATION

mbership Card Sales: 01 279 600204

Speclcu

'I0amto8pm 7 days a week!

Or Fax 01279 726B42 - wc II confirm receipt

Members only buf you can order as you join.

Annugl UK Membership £7
Includes 12 issues of the club'magazine

with E180 worth of XS Savers.

Special ResHrve is the markel isader In Mail Order home compullng." ^
Over 250,000 people haue joined Special Reserve and
we are the largest computer games club in the world.

SPE iOPS
1 0am tii 8pm 7 DAYS A WEEK!
CHELMSFORD, ESSEX

43 Broomtield Road, Just around the corner from the bus slallon.

SAWBRIDGEWORTH, HERTS
The Mailings, Slallon Road. A lew miles trom the IVI11, near tha train stat

UNLESS STATED ALL PRICES INCLUDE
VAT & DELIVERY

QUAD SPEED MULTIMEDIA DX2/i6K OOO OQ
WITH £500 OF MI«OSOfT SOFTWAIE ' 'a-,i, ' '

GOLDSTAR 3D0 ...359.99
INCLUDES FIFJl SCKCEIt AND ONE CONTROL PAD

SONY KVM 1400 TV ...194.99
WITH ffiEE SCART LEAD FOR MONITOR QUALITY PIXa PERFECT PICTURE

ATARI JAGUAR ...157.99
64 BIT CONSOLE WITH CYBERMORPH AND ONE CONTROL PAD

WE ONLY SUPPLY MEIUIBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN

MEMBERSHIP FEES UK EC WORLD
{h- i&MOHm) 7.00(i.Q0i 9.00(6.00) U.OOu.oo)
One yea.' pnza includes twelve issues of Special Reserve magazine wiih

£180 of XS Savers, fiflembers are under no obligation to buy anything.

Overseas orders must be paid by credit card

Hardware items (battery or mains) are only supplied to the UK mail

urcharge £2.00 per software item or 25% on other iti

Enter membership number (it applicable) or

NEW MEMBERSHIP FEE (ANNUAL UK 7.00) [

Please use this box to add any optional fast delivery charge

1.5} Class Post 50p per posted item or E10 hardware

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT [f
Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Svi/itch/Visa LI

_SIGNATURE_
/

' Mail Order address. Ctieques payable to:

SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH

v. or FAX a credit card order on 01 g79 736842 - and wa'H FAX back. ^'

PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOIPJG TO PRESS. 30.0a.95 E .S O E.

Inter- Mediates Lid, 2 Souin Block, The Mailings. Sawbtidgawoftn. Harts. CM21 9PG.
Items bougW in I hie shops cariy a SOp surcharge on I he Mail Order pnces.
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I CD32 news
LIGHT FEARS AHEAD

A 1 200 and

clicked the

the inlay, Is

ou see a lot of games in this business, an awful lot. So many in fact that it gets vet7 easy

to become dulled to the whole thing. But now and then something happens to make you

sit up and take notice.

There I was at my desk one morning, when an innocent-looking package arrived.

Inside was a press release and a single disk. Casually 1 tossed the disk into the office

absently skimmed through the pages, waiting for it to load up. Picking up the mouse I

start icon, my concentration already wandering. But then the game started. Fears, boasts

the first full-screen Doom-style game on the Amiga, and by jove they're right. With Team

1 7's Alien

Breed 3D being

being con-

stantly put

back and tin-

kered with,

here is a game

from unknown

publishers
Manyk which

could give it a real run for its money. The demo we've got is only an early production

copy, but already the texture mapped graphics look superb, really carrying the feel of the

3D realtime environment. And Manyk promise they'll be vastly improved before the final

game hits the shelves.

So who are the people behind it then? Well, all we know at the moment is that

they're French. Unfortunately we couldn't get hold of them in time for this issue, but

next month we hope to do a full preview, interview and perhaps even a demo of the

game on the cover. Until then, have a look at these shots and prepare yourself for Feors!

SPRING ECTS • OLYMPIA

MRiiiPi^ wPBa »!H^irr "^

fter a hard week's slog most people like to go home for the weekend to unwind, relax and generally spend two days doing absolutely bog-all of any worth. Not

the CD32 Gamer boys. After a Saturday of mild recuperation following another week of slaving over hot Amigas we packed our bags and toddled off to the

London Olympia for the Spring ECTS. Decked out in our top togs and armed with only our wits and ingenuity we set off to get the lowdown on wfhat's to look

forward to in the wide world of gaming over the coming sunny months. And what a show it was! With the Olympia boasting 30% more floor-space than previous

show, held at the Business Design Centre, there was certainly a lot more to do and see. Consequently the whole show had more of a consumer feel to it with lots more gloss

and pomp than in previous years. This was reflected in the turn out with approximately 25% more visitors over the three days.

The Virgin set-up made an impressive centre-piece for the show, a £250 thousand double decker stand,' up against some stiff competition as it was from the Ocean bar — a

highly popular area investigated thoroughly by our good selves over the course of the

two days we were there. Fortunately the extortionate prices prevented us from getting

too limbless before we'd had time to see to the business in hand. £2.25 for a bottle of

Becks, I ask you!

Obviously a large portion of the show was given over to CD-ROM software with

Sony's PlayStation getting its first official unveiling in this country as well as a prominent

show of forthcoming Jaguar titles. Not entirely relevant, admittedly, but once the

Commodore situation is resolved we could see some of the titles making their way to

the CD32.

One of the biggest crowd pullers at the show was without doubt the dino-beat-'enn-up Primal Rage. Not only were there several coin-ops up and running in various strategic

positions around the arena, but there were also some unfinished but nevertheless extremely mouth-watering home versions on display. Even at this early stage it looks like Super

Street Fighter 2 and Mortal Kombat II could well be heading for their final beat-'em-up curtain call!

Staying with beat-'em-ups for moment, the new Rise of the Robots coin-op was also on show and the limitations of the game pointed out by so many were thrown into sharp

relief alongside the glorious images of Primal Rage, not to mention the extremely saucy looking Virtua fighter-inspired TeWcen The Ultimate Fight on PlayStation. Despite all the hype

and gossip surrounding ROTR it doesn't even look all that special these days having taken so long in development! Still, you probably already know that anyway.

So what of the event as a whole? Obviously there wasn't as much Amiga material on show as in previous years but that was expected. One thing the shebang did prove

beyond a doubt is that the world of interactive entertainment is alive and kicking harder than ever before.

As for us — we drank some beer, grilled the people in the know and a rather good time was had by all concerned. Now then, roll 1 ECTS Autumn!

AMIGA CD32 GAMER I ISSUE 12 MAY 1995



Almost missing this months deadline

by a whisker comes Graftgold's

forthcoming Empire Soccer. 'Oh no,

not another football game' we hear

you cry, but this offers an arcade feel which oth-

ers do not and, being an Andrew Braybrook pro-

duction, it's almost certain to be something quite

special.

You may think there isn't much more that can be

done with computer football, but this has every-

thing from a clever viewpoint — top down but

slightly tilted so you see the player's bodies, not just the top of their heads. The game includes some of the

biggest and most defined player sprites to date yet. andthey whizz around like nobody's business and really

enhance the feel.

The pitch itself is

approximately three

screens wide by about

five long, and although

it may look a bit con-

densed it'll take a good

three kicks to get from

one end of the pitch to

the other. The visuals

will be further

enhanced by shadows

from the stands which

surround the pitch.

Before commencing play you'll be able to choose a special ability such as

banana kick, snap shot, power drive, super dribble, supper barge and back

heel which well then be magically bestowed on your star player.

Obviously there'll be league and cup options and a great variety of control

options, but that's pretty much par for the course these days. We hope to

have more on this 'un next month.

CD32 CHARTS
here's no change at the number one slot, with Theme Park still selling in buckets, but a sur-

prise at numer two with Rise Of The Robots leaping back into the top five a short layoff.

Ocean's superb EA licensed version oi jungle Strike charts at three, which all spells bad news

for Psygnosis whose great-pictures-sadly-no-game offering Microcosm slips perilously close to

the trapdoor. They'll be cheered up by the fact that the pretty and playable Flink climbs one

place to number four.

1 (I) THEME PARK

2 (-) RISE OF THE ROBOTS
3 (-) JUNGLE STRIKE.

4 (5) FLINK

5 (2) MICROCOSM

(Bullfrog)

(Mirage)

(Ocean)

(Psygnosis)

(Psygnosis)

i^f^^^^

I

SNIPPETS
WHERE ARE THEY NOW?

'me again, when we go back through past

ind give you the up to date information

/hen they're likely to actually make an appear-

„..^^. The problem is

happy to promise review copies a month or more
in advance but are very prone to suddenly altering

their ov/n deadlines without warning, leaving peo-

ple like us in the lurch.

_ vere hoping to get this one in in time for this

ue, but Virgin have
...

delays, and as far as we know there are no vei

ready to go on sale as yet. We're as disappointed as

you undoubtedly are, but we'll keep you posted.

DEMOLITION MAN
(Virgin)

A bit of a surprise contender this or " '--'-

the number of recent big licenses (or lack of) we've

had on the CD32, but there's a chance pending

srs being signed and deals being worked out.

h as yet is definite.

SPERIS LEGACY
(Team 1 7)

t month, should have been reviewed

and demoed this month, but late hitches have held

it up. Expect the full works next month or we'll huff

and we'll puff and we'll blow Team 1 7's door down!

PUSSIES GALORE
It must be about four issues — ^i

-
-

viewed this one, with still not a snifter of a finished

copy. The r
^' "

' ' ' '

Indefinitely and may never see the light of day. A

The rumours have been in circulation for several

months, and finally the product Is poised to arrive.

How it will compare to the dazzling 3D0 version we
can't yet tell, but It's certainly one of the most

eagerly awaited titles around.

BASE JUMPERS
fRosputin)

Rasputin's tower climbing platformer is a definite

for next issue after Miles went round to their offices

and pe
— ^ ....., .., -r. .

were so worried they even game him this month's
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Turbo
You may have read about the standard Amiga
version of this one, but, as always, we are among
the first to bring you the 32-bit scene-setter.

Already the game has had rave reviews on the
Amiga. Having changed to PDQ Distribution, the
development team's next two titles will get top
notch support

PBHpHHHiH e have lots of top-down racing games from Team 17, Gremlin,

^ ^V ^K M Acid and Psygnosis, but Arcane believe they have come up v^ith

K J k J ^1 one that's really special. Arcane have worked on projects for

^^ ^L ^H Core and also animation and front loaders on Werewolf for

^^L^^^k^^H Virgin, not to mention various bits for Bullfrog, but this is their

^^^^^^^^^^B first game to be produced in-house and come out under their

own label.

With running commentary, digitised footage and climatic changes all being incor-

porated into the 32-bit version, it has a wealth of interesting features. One that

Arcane have used in particular is to take the standard low res Amiga format and

turn it into high res which gives it a finer look. One player can race against three

CPU-controlled cars and a serial link-up will allow you to play against a friend. At

least it will do on the PC . . . we'll have to wait and see whether the option is

included for the CD32 version.

It utilises a new scroll system which will make it fester and more responsive than

those others previously mentioned. There's also a special palette for the cars. With

32 way scrolling and an update of 60 frames per second you have a game of nigh on

arcade quality. Compared to other games of the genre a lot more time and atten-

tion has been paid to the graphics with with varying backdrops and and minute

detail on trees, rocks and other roadside features. There'll be adverse weather con-

ditions which'll make the game even more appealing with fog and snow having an

effect on the way you drive and how the car responds. In feet there are so many

variables within the programme that we should get the most realistic game of its

type to date. From roads which are smooth to gravel surfaces, the responses will

always be different. Every tree, fence, bridge and other on-screen objects will be

fully detectable by the car so hitting a tree will have a different effect from hitting a

wall for example.

With each scenario you have a new vehicle to drive from buggies to jeep and

more besides, each of which is specific to a certain terrain. Icy surfaces to mud

tracks ensure there's always plenty of variety and skillful mastery of each is essential

for success. Even some night driving which promises to be stunning! Scenarios

include beaches complete with sun. sea and sand, snow, desert, forest, Indy circuits,

all with the relevant cars and tracks. Also all the opposing cars are tuned to learn as

they go so the challenge to the player will increase as you progress.

There'll be 25 races in total and you'll have to finish a certain way up the field to

qualify for the next. The better your final placing, the more points you will receive

for souping up the car between races. They'll also be time trials, a practice option

and a challenge mode to add to the variety.

It'll have to be pretty special to rise above the likes of ATR and Skid Marks 2, but

it looks pretty good at the moment. DDF
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Conan
new game is based around the books, with Part I being the

IH/boren
C/iron/des. The game basically takes the player away from

Conon t/ie Destroyer and places them in a setting a decade later.

Conan becomes King and battles against the wicked Evil of

Totem, who is reanimated shortly before. You have 45,000 men

that make up King Conan's troops, while there are 50,000 troops

of the invading army. The invading army wins this mighty battle, to see King Conan

captured and locked way in a dungeon. The game portrays Conan trying to regain his

throne, and will take you through nine differing stages. Merely walking through the

game without any obstacles will take the player a week, so with the added elements

of strategy and action it will take a long time to complete. A random factor implant-

ed in the game will present the player with differing outcomes each time they play.

With a 3-D isometric perspective, this has a dark and moody ambience and will keep

both the avid RPG players and action fans engrossed in the complex worlds through

which Conan ventures. Coming from Finland, this looks very interesting! DDF

Prev ew
PUBLISHER : Kompait PRICE 1 £TBA

DEVELOPER : Arcane OUT : September
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Syndicate
Syndicate arrived on the Amiga to great noises of

acclainn from the press a couple of years ago.

Now, finally, Bullfrog have to decided to launch a

CD32 version, so let's see v/hat it's all about.

Bullfrog's Syndicate has been around a good few years now, and

you might be surprised to hear that the original idea first came

from the company head, Peter Molyneux, whilst sitting in Pizza

Hut.

Graphically they used some of the top CAD (Computer

Aided Design) designers to draw and model all the on-screen

objects. They even brought in a top musician to ensure all the audios are the best

possible. For instance, when an agent is walking on gravel or pavement you will be

able to discern the difference by ear. The arduous process of putting a game togeth-

er revolves around firstly coming up with an idea, and then making up a story board.

The central object in Syndicate is a machine called the Leonardo Chamber and this is

where the story begins.

If you thought that Virtual Reality might be the final evolution combining com-

puter and brain power, then you're wrong, according to the plot within Syndicate.

Leonardo is a special machine that implants a gadget in the neck of a host human.

Once implanted, you can fit cartridges in and experience any environment you wish.

This can also be used to change the attributes and traits of a person. In effect, it

could be conceived as

Total Reality!

The game is set

way in the future.

Preceding the game

there were three

main Corporations

ruling the world —
America, Europe and

Japan, ft involves

action and strategy

and can be played as

one or the other, or

by combining both

facets. It's all point

and click, resulting in

a fast pace and many new and interesting features. If you like action, shooting and

seeking out the enemy, then Syndicate offers you that. If you like a game with

strategy and planning, Syndicate has that on offer also.

Anyway, these three major corporations (there were no countries) had for years

been fighting and trying to outdo each other. One of the corporations invented a

special chip conversion kit, and with a special operation in the Leonardo machine

you could have it placed on your neck. You could then buy a sunny day chip and

enjoy the experience of a nice hot balmy day. Your mind would be tapped into any

experience you wished. If you were lonely ,you could buy a party chip and experi-

ence being with lots of people having a good time. The chip's slogan was 'Why

change your environment when you could change your mind?'

As this was the ultimate new gadget, it did away with video, TV and other pas-

times, not pleasing the other corporations. This in effect started the 'Whole

Corporation Wars.'

The game is set after these events. You are head of the remainder of one of

these corporations placed in a small corner of the globe, and it is your quest to

revive the power and become one big entity. The difficulty is that when these chips

were installed there was a programming 'back door', meaning that you could take

control of anyone who had been fitted. The one major problem is that you have up

to seven computer opponents trying to do the samel You will be presented with a

map of the world and each country will present a mission. After each mission you

then move on to the adjoining territory and try to win more land and financial

resources. The plot, strategy and action, although very simple in theory, are not

that easy to control and win.

COMING SOON...
Are you the kind of gamer who likes your characters to have big guns - really big

guns? With loads of ammo on the side? Do you crave lots of action, huge explo-

sions, murder, mayhem, and general lawlessness? How about gratuitous violence?

Well, you're in store for plenty of the above in Bullfrog's new release on the CD32
thanks to Mindscape. Syndicate packs more punch than some of the biggest summer

blockbuster movies.

Set in the future. Syndicate's premise is this...

A handful of warring crime syndicates have taken control of the world from the

three mega-corporations. A device called the CHIP implanted in individuals allows

them to control the world's populace. As part of a small European Syndicate, your

job is to lead your group of cyborg agents on missions around the world and defeat

the enemy Syndicates. There are over 50 missions to complete, weapons and cyber-

netic implants to research and develop, taxes to raise, and generous amounts of

gross violence to commit. This cyperpunk future isn't too bright for humanity, eh!

There are two parts to Syndicate : tactical missions and strategic planning.

Tactical missions are accomplished via a very nice mission screen. You're presented

with a 3D isometric view of one portion of a fairly large futuristic city complete
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PUBLISHER : G
DEVELOPER

:

I PRICE : aSA
OUT : TRA

with wandering citizens, police and several modes of transportation. The display is

fully scrollable and includes an overhead view of the general vicinity as well as con-

trol boxes for up to four agents. At the tactical level you direct your agents around

the city in an effort to accomplish various mission goals - typically assassination, kid-

napping or just good old outright slaughter of enemy Syndicate agents.

The agents are controlled either individually or in a group mode that manages

the entire team. Weapons and other devices are used by simply clicking on the

appropriate item in an agent's inventory and selecting a target for it on the tactical

screen.

Agents are directed by selecting them and clicking on a destination. Syndicate

does a fairly good job of directing the agents along the best path to the destination,

though in more complex cities agents occasionally get 'stuck' in a corner. Most

cities comprise a single level, although some have multiple levels as well as trains

and cars for the team to travel around in.

Over the course of the game you must develop a number of new and increasing-

ly destructive weapons as well as cybernetic enhancements to install in the agents.

Ultimately, the cyborg team will run around like a gang of Schwarzenegger-like

Terminators, destroying waves of enemy agents and taking a pounding at the same

time. The strategic side is feirly straightforward and simply serves as a means to

generate more funds to buy more weapons and give you a short break between

fights.

The manual is a must read with quite a bit of useful information. While specific

tactics aren't mentioned, the descriptions of weapons, devices, and R&D are neces-

sary to understand exactly what's going on during the game and which items are

necessary to fulfil mission assignments. Going over the sections on use of pad but-

tons is critical. The first few missions are presented in increasing order of complexi-

ty so as to allow the player a gradual introduction to the game system and mechan-

ics and time to reference the manual.

Syndicate has already been a big hit on the Amiga and PC, gaining rave reviews all

over the place. As soon as we can get our hands on a final copy of this shoot-'em-

up cum God-sim we'll bring you a detailed review on what could be the next big

thing to hit the CD32. DDF

» _^w
fe»''^
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fe%.
If in doubt, blow it up! That's the

only way to succeed in the vie-

Sbs, ^-^

Another poor
gets a gutful of lead.

Dead bodies and pools

of blood are all part of

your future shopping

experience!

*^' '

" --^i^
P' M

m^.M^^^L. 3D
cityscapes^^

. -^
tet

convey a

atmosphere

^ap- ^"^^fc^ of the

tfL. J|g./>*Si.Bfenhi^ sleazy

I :- lai ^Vltor futureA^^t metropolis.

It's just a

shame you
can't enter

the build-

^,^1 . ..^ M ings, as this

irSk.^t^F^ * would have
,..^y^^ d^ik. given a far4?^ H^ greater^ ,<^»„.
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I CD interview
Simon the Sorcerer was one of the best point n'

click adventures to grace the Amiga and the CD32
version featured an innpressive audio soundtrack
courtesy of Red Dwarf's Chris Barrie. Now the
eagerly awaited sequel's on the way, so we toddled
on down to Adventuresoft to check it out.

I
dvencure Soft, headed by Mike Woodruffe, are nearing completion of

I Simon the Sorceror 2, With the recent release of the original game on

I PC and CD32, it seems surprising that a sequel is so close behind, bu:

i special engine written by the Adventure Soft team means that most

I
of the hard work is already done. To put it in its simplistic form, the

I graphics and storyline are the time-consuming part. In effect this

engine is a sophisticated language, and instructions are placed in it to perform most of

the tasks. If that sounds a mite heavy, it certainly has proved its worth, for it's basically'

the same engine that was perfected a good few years ago while Keith Wadhams was

working with Mike on some of the Horrorsoft titles.

If you have seen and played the brill audio version of Simon the Sorcerer, then what

you get with the follow-up is basically the same, but with oodles more animation and

more interaction with people and puzzles. Whereas Simon I was written for floppy with

an enhanced version for CD, this has been written primarily with CD in mind, which

changes the emphasis of the game in that conversation is much more important. Fret not

all you floppy owners, for a cut-down version will also be on offer.

One of the nicest features regarding Simon is its non-linear

approach, cryptic humour and the sheer size of the pro-

gramme. The fact that Simon 2 will be improved

every area is quite a quote from the man himself,

so start saving your little wad, for it looks like

this could well be on the shelves by May.

The basic idea of the game is that Sordid,

who Simon killed at the end of the first

game, is brought back to life by accident in

the opening sequence. A farmer's boy called

Runt, who is very keen on magic and the

black arts, gets hold of Sordid's spell book and

is caught by his father reading it. He then burns

it and throws the burning embers onto the floor,

but it happens to land on a magical square that Runt

has drawn, having the effect of bringing Sordid back to

life. He then enlists Runt as his assistant and sends a magical

wardrobe to Simon's universe to bring him to the magical kingdom in

order to get his revenge. Hence the sub-title to the game The Lion, the Wizard and the

Wardrobe. It moves on to Simon's bedroom where he unexpectedly sees the appearance

of a wardrobe; he looks inside and it transforms him to Calypso's magic emporium. As

J^5(!^f SCc:£ry f
TJirr^

/''/^^Pl.'.v^

the wardrobe lands it breaks up and Calypso promises Simon he will fix it if he can find

Mucozade, which is needed to power the wardrobe. The only place you can get this fuel

is from the castle treasury, and the whole game is centered around this. Some experi-

ences Simon will encounter include ending up on a Pirate's ship, getting

ship-wrecked, and finding himself on a desert island with a genie.

There are a lot of good ideas and puzzles in Simon 2; aias

there's no action sequences, but to compensate there's

lots of magic, much more than in the first game.

"Adventure games should be adventure games -

once you add action it become a question of

luck or hand to eye co-ordination - something

I think is wrong", commented Mike

Woodruffe. Mike is also more than pleased

with this second offering, and believes that if

there were any flaws in the first saga then they

have all been rectified in Simon 2. The specs

behind the game make impressive reading - over

100 background pics, over 50,000 different anima-

tion clips, over 5000 digitised speech samples, over

100 speaking characters, hundreds of digitised sound

effects and puzzles running though the game that add well into

the hundreds.

In total, the game has taken seven full-time graphic artists to put together, and has

taken nearly 18 months to complete. When you consider that the engine for the pro-

gramme had already been written, that means a lot of graphics and puzzles have been

the main focus for the game. The sequence starts with pencil drawings which are then

painted and scanned into the game. Afterwards the animation process follows. This con-

sists of thousands of different frames, giving the game a truly fluid look and feel. Mike

Woodruffe has been around a good few years, with his previous works all adventure

One of the many draw'"

society sounds a cool ti

ing it out, especially Mile

5 for the design of Simon the Sorcerer 2. Insane

le for a club, I think we could all ilo with check-
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ACG meets

M ike^SVoodruffe
A quick chat with
Mike himself

games, and, being a keen fen of Lucas Arts, he knows what the average player should

expect.

Diversity of game scenario and characters are also an important facet of the game, and

include some firm favourites from the first offering. The Swamping has opened a fast food

restaurant, Calypso is running a Magic Emporium. Max and Gerald are royal baby-sitters,

the WoodWorm has gone into the carving business and Sordid is planning an unwelcome

return. With a whole wealth of new characters entering into the fray, there are lots of

fun and frolics in store.

A new icon panel will also make the game even more intuitive, these new point and

dicky controls being - push/puli, look at, open, close, pick up, talk. wear, use and give.

More additions include scrolling backdrops, which were not incorporated in Simon I,

control Verbs have been replaced with easily- interpreted icons, which makes doing and

undertaking tasks very easy. Highlighting objects has been added too, so you don't need

to search around as only the relevant ones will appear. One of the neatest additions {and

there are loads) is the Map screen that scrolls and shows where the player has been, giv-

ing you a good overview of where you have not explored - just click on a spot on the

map and, hey presto, you are there! Can you also believe there is a special language filter

to tone down some of the rude words, so that younger players can get into the adven-

ture!

Because the story is so strong it would spoil it by giving away the plot of the game, but

some scenarios include Genies Cave, Sewers, Goblin's Camp, Mucswamplings, Dark

Woods. Island, Ante Room Nursey, the Crow Nest on the boat. Dark Tower, Pet Shop,

and many others.

WHAT DO YOU FEEL IS THE STRONGEST FEATURE OF SIMON 2 - THE
STORYLINE, GRAPHICS OR INTERFACE?

All three. A top-quality adventure needs a strong blend of all three. The storyline needs

to be strong to keep the players interest; after all there's nothing worse than a weak

plot. That applies to all entertainment media whether it be cinema, literature or comput-

er games. The graphics need to be excellent to grab the player's attention and keep them

wanting to see more. The interface needs to be effective and intuitive. It should not

impede the player. The player should also be able to play the game initially without need-

ing to dig through the manual to find the explanation for how the interface works.

HOW LONG DID IT TAKE TO WRITE THE ACTUAL STORYLINE, AND
IS THIS A FEATURE YOU ENJOY, ESPECIALLY ADDING THE PUZZLES?

The storyline has been evolving since August 1993. this was before we had finished Simon

/, and subtle changes are still being made now. The story was written by my son Simon,

who is now working full time for Adventure Soft as a game designer and programmer-

He certainly enjoys the initial stages of writing a story, but he agonises over some of the

details and this can be quite a painful process for anyone within earshot! 9

DO YOU FEEL THAT THE CURRENT CROP OF ADVENTURE GAMES
ALL LOOK GOOD WITH VIDEO FOOTAGE, BUT LACK THE ABILITY TO
REALLY IMMERSE THE PLAYER IN THE SCENARIO?

My personal feelings are that no-one has yet produced an adventure which uses digitised

graphics and gives the player a sense of credibility. The games just do not work. There

have been several recent releases that used rendered animation for the main characters,

and they do not produce any sort of credible imagery that the player can relate to. Simon

the Sorcerer 2 uses cartoon-style animation and backdrops that are very credible in the

eyes of the player. We, the human race, have been watching cartoon-style imagery for a

long time on television and at the cinema and are very comfortable with the style of

graphics, and we have learnt to relate to the characters on the screen totally.
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I CD feature
Never one to miss a trick, when our roaming
editor heard tell of a newie on the way from
jetstrike creators Rasputin, he was on the first

train up to Orpington, Joystick in hand, to get

the full lowdown...

Iomputer
games have come in countless shapes and sizes down the

years. From platformers to RPGs, from beat-'em-ups to adven-

tures, from puzzles to shooters. Nearly 99.9% however are based

purely on fiction. That however is where Rasputin's forthcoming

point n' click epic differs from so many to have gone before. The

plot follows probably the most famous maritime mystery of all time

-^ that of the Mary Celeste. Nope, that's not a spelling mistake. Apparently, and I have

this on good authority, that was how the ship was officially named. It should have been

Marie Celeste as is the common misconception, but the rather dim artist commissioned

to do the job got it wrong. So now you know eh. This mag's educational as wel! as being

a blimmin' good read!

Anyway, in this, the first part of our special work-in-progress, we'll chart the history

of the mystery (woah, poetry) and take a look at the facts.

The ship was built in I860 and and first set sail under the name Amazon and right

from the beginning she became a focal point for all sorts of bad luck. A Scotsman by the

name of Robert McLellan became her first Captain but within a short time of his

appointment he died of a mystery illness. His replace-

ment, John Nutting Parker skippered her first voyage but this

was to end in disaster as she hit a fishing weir and had to return to the

shipyard for major repairs. Then, while undergoing the work a fire

broke out killing Parker. Finally she crossed the Atlantic and all

wen t well until a collision in the Straights of Dover which

resulted in the sinking of the other vessel. No doubt con-

cerned about this latest episode in an extraordinary history

trouble the latest in line of command decided to cut his

losses and seek a new command elsewhere. Wise bloke!

And so, with a new crew and new Cap'n at the helm the

Amazon headed back Stateside where she ran aground.

After that the ship was sold several times after her various

owners suffered at her expense until she re-emerged under the
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ended. The original idea was actually conceived in a pub five years ago but it wasn't until

later on that the Mary Celeste tie-in was dreamt up. So what did happen?

A couple of weeks into the voyage and the sea fell calm leaving the ship stranded in

still water. A strange mist then descended which seemed to affect the navigation equip-

ment and the ship drifted for some time before grounding on a strange island. Briggs sent

some members of the crew ashore to search for supplies and wood but they never

returned. A few days later and still with no obvious means of refloating the ship, a storm

blew up and Briggs ordered everyone ashore for reasons of safety. However the storm

served to lift the ship off the rocks and away she floated, leaving the party marooned.

now famous monicker Mary Celeste.

The first skipper of the newly named vessel was a man by the

name of Benjamin Spooner Briggs. The full crew which set

sail from New York on 5 September 1872 consisted

of Briggs, his wife and son, first and second

mates, a cook and four seamen. None of them

ever returned.

Drinking from the pool proves a

hazardous occupation as the

inhabitants therein don't take

too kindly to such interruptions.

Should have tried the fountain.

The next time the Mary Celeste was sight-

ed was a month later by the vessel Dei Gratia.

Alerted by the way the ship seemed to be drifting

randomly the crew decided to investigate and after sev-

eral unsuccessful attempts to signal her they eventually went

aboard to find the ship deserted. Other than a missing rowing boat and odd

sundry items the ship was perfectly

seaworthy. What happened to the

crew nobody knows.

The empty hulk was found drifting in

that most famous and mysterious of

areas known as the Bermuda triangle

and is just one of many vessels, both air

and sea to have met with a sinister and

unexplained fate.

The game itself is concerned with

what actually happened to the crew. A
nifty idea if you think about it. A story

based on true events yet totally open

And so off sets Briggs on a strange adventure which'll eventual-

ly see him take on the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse —
Death, Pestilence, Famine and Plague.

When the game's finally completed there'll be around about

SO locations to visit, divided into five levels of varying size.

Completion of each will earn a password so they'll be none of

that wandering about completing previously solved puzzles.

One of the most pleasing aspects of the game will be the way

everything on-screen will be 'interactable'. Not everything will

have a function but trying different things out will bring up unique

responses. Afterali, who hasn't got righteously ticked off with seeing

You can't do that' or 'You see nothing of interest' messages popping up
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e^ery 1 7 seconds. In Limbo you'll be able to peer through windows, drink from foi

and basically behave and do as you wish.

One big selling point will be in the packaging- A 20 minutt

will be included setting the scene for the game with atmos-

pheric animation and an epic orchestral soundtrack.

There's a slideshow on this month cover CD but that

really can't do it justice, It's already been in devel-

opment for 61/2 months, and that's only to the

basic stage!

There'll also be loads of background to really

get you involved in the storyline and possibly

even a prize on offer for the first person to

complete the game but that's not fully decided

as yet. What we do know is that the whole

thing looks pretty special so fer with a nice, sim

pie user interface, loads of excellent cut sequences

and challenging but logical problems. Full speech h;

been included but mercifully the voices have been kept

sensible. Who can forget those two appalling Brummie

security guards, Sam and Norville, in Beneath a Steel Sky. Ugh

There's still a fair bit of work to be done, refining, tweaking and

ging but we'll continue to keep you abreast of developments on the most

ing CD32 title for quite some time.

do you like my new alt-in-one vanity mirror and con
you to check you hair and make sure you're facing in the right di

to show off your best side. Pretty cool, huh!
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CD feature
The CD32 is thought of as primarily a games
machine, but it is capable of much more than
that. Optonica is a company experienced in

exploring the wider possibilities of the Amiga
hardware, and are responsible for several CD32
compatible products. Read on to find out what
they're all about!

Kevin Stevens — Technical Director

Kevin heads up the software development department, and is still very active in specify-

ing and developing software to maintain close control over the output of the other soft-

ware engineers.

Daren Church and Philip Davies — Software Engineers

Both Daren and Philip are accomplished 'C and Assembler programmers on all

Commodore Amiga, CD32 and PC platforms. Most software engineering undertaken

falls into the category of multimedia authoring systems, data conversion and management

systems and bespoke projects for clients.

GETTING STARTED

Mark Smith — Multi-Media Manager
Mark has overall day to day control of each project undertaken within the production

department, as well as having a broad grounding in multimedia production, his specialist

area is authoring various platforms.

I
he directors of Optonica Ltd have been involved with Commodore

I development since 1987, and were the first developers in the

I world to learn of CDTV. In fact, as directors of Digigraphic Ltd (a

I now defunct company) they produced the first ever CDTV demo

I shown by Commodore USA at the Winter CES show in Las Vegas,

I and gave a talk to American developers the first time they were

shown CDTV in Los Angeles. Digigraphic Ltd was sadly forced into liquidation in March

1 99
1

, and Optonica Ltd established in June 1 99 1 by Lee Gibson to concentrate on multi-

media developments. In January 1992, Kevin Stevens joined as Technical Director.

During the first year Optonica worked on a joint development with Commodore USA,

INSIGHT: Technology, an interactive CD, to be published by them. Optonica also

formed an association with CD Interactive Ltd {a manufacturer of Video walls in the UK)

and it's parent company The Mortimer Group.

Since this time, the company has continued to work on software development for the

CDl Video wall systems, allowing them to be tailored to vertical markets, for example

sporting venues and retail chains.

SO, WHAT'S IT ALL ABOUT?

Optonica Ltd was formed in June 1991 as a multimedia software development and pub-

lishing company, to produce compact disc-based interactive reference titles for the con-

sumer market, and to provide bespoke interactive multimedia packages for use in indus-

try. One of the primary aims of the company at this point was to establish an infrastruc-

ture which was equally balanced between software engineering and multi-media produc-

tion. Even today, most 'multi-media' companies are either software development or pro-

duction companies, very rarely both.

Here are some brief profiles of the people who make it all happen.

Carlos Rosas— Multimedia Designer

Carlos has a broad base of multimedia production skills, his specialist area is 3D comput-

er imaging.

Christopher Gilliam - Multimedia Designer

Christopher speciafises in photography, video shooting, editing and production.

Optonica Ltd are part of the Mortimer Group of companies (who hold a 51% stake).

The Mortimer Group's interests include warehousing and distribution, plastics, high

power electrical devices and AV supplies, including own manufactured Video Walls and

Video Cubes. This gives Optonica a great deal of ftnancial security, and has allowed

them an extended research and development period in which to gain an advantage over

would-be competitors.

Optonica's projects are generally of two flavours including their own titles and multi-

media applications for the consumer market.

PANDORAS CD (Interactive reference CD-CD32 & CDTV)

INSlGHTiTECHNOLOGY (Interactive reference CD - CD32 & CDTV)

lNSIGHT:DINOSAURS (Interactive reference CD - CD32 & CDTV)

1NS1GHT:LIVING BODY (Interactive reference CD, still in development - CD32)

INTERPLAY (a multimedia authoring system, used for Optonica titles - Amiga for CD32)

VIDEOSTREAM (CDXL video production system, still in development - Amiga)

SIMPATiCA (Single frame video rendering system - Amiga)

VIDEO TIMELAPSE (Software time lapse system Amiga)

InfoNEXUS (a media file manager - Amiga)

DataNEXUS (a multimedia database system - Amiga)

MediaNEXUS (inter platform flie converter, still in development - Amiga)

These products are sold internationally via overseas distributors, the largest single mar-

ket being Germany.

Lee Gibson — Managing Director

Responsible for day to day management, active in the areas of marketing, project design

and special projects Director, ensuring that all products are of a consistently high stan-

dard. Lee's technical background allows him to act as the ideal interface between the

creative world of programmers and designers and the real world of corporate clients

and commercial reality.
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PROFESSIONAL AND INDUSTRIAL

PROJECTS

The majority of industrial projects are done in conjunction with Optonica's sister com-

pany CDl Ltd (also a member of the Mortimer Group), who design and manufacture

video wall systems in the UK, although most are sold/installed in the USA. Optonica are

solely responsible for system specification, software development, media productions,

commissioning and training for the CDl special projects.

STUDIO VIP

This is an Amiga software system developed for use with the CDl video, which allows a

full production and presentations system to be installed with integral video digitising,

video wall control, video & laser disc control and point to multimedia point data uplink

SUPERBOWL
Another Amiga software system developed by us for use with the CDl video wall to

allow the wall to be used within sporting venues. It features real time animations, score-

board, clock, scrolling messages, stats and software controlled video sourcing from video

decks and even cameras.
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WOLVERHAMPTON WANDERERS FC
The company was responsible for the installation of two 24x30 foot video wall score-

boards in the corners of the impressive new £14 million stadium and the whole system is

driven by two linked Amigas and using both the Studio VIP and Superbowl software sys-

tems. Optonica were also been responsible for all graphic, animation and video produc-

tion utilised throughout each match.

CDI and Optonica are currently working closely with Pioneer to produce the

CDI/Pioneer Super Screen System, which is similar to the system in use at Molyneux.

Eventually it'll be installed in around ten clubs across the country. Again, Optonica will

be responsible for producing all realtime animations for each club (around 250 anima-

tions in all) which will all be developed in 3D.

For this purpose they have installed a 3 deck video edit suite with associated equip-

ment including broadcast genlock (for mixing computer images and video) and a PAR
record & capture system which allows the realtime recording of complex 3D computer

animated sequences. In addition there are two video cameras with associated tripods &
red head lighting system. Also in extensive use within the multimedia domain is video,

Optonica have considerable graphic design expertise in both 2D and 3D formats, one
of the reasons why their multimedia CD's are so well received is due to the fact that so

much time and effort is put into stylised, from scratch artwork on both graphics and ani-

mations. Various various paintbox systems are used (24 bit and less) and are able to pro-

duce images and animations in all popular formats.

For 3D images and animations. Imagine and Lightwave on the Amiga are used, plus a

3D object digitiser. Soon be to be added to the already impressive set-up is a dec Alpha

Warthog system for ultra-fast 3D image rendering.

AUDIO FACILITIES (MUSIC AND VOICE-OVER)
Voiceovers for the various projects (like the Dinosaurs reference CD we'll he covering

next month) are all completed by professional voiceover artists in an appropriate record-

ing studio.

Music is generally from one of two sources. Firstly, they maintain their own CD-based
production music library (with around 1.000 CD's to choose from), but if something

original is needed, then a quick call to the local audio/music production company usually

does the trick. Once the analogue voice-over/music is available, a Sunrise Studio 16 sam-

pler system is used to convert these sounds into digital format ready for use.

IMAGE GENERATION
2D images are produced by using in house facilities such as D-paint, Brilliance or

Photogenics, A colour flatbed scanner is used for print/transparency scanning and a

Rostrum Camera realtime 24 Bit image grabber, 3D images are produced using 3D mod-

els created directly in a modeller with 3D digitiser, or are purchased complete. The 3D
images are then rendered using Imagine or Lightwave.

3D sequences for use in Video production are realtime recorded via PAR, Video

image sequences use a PAR Realtime Digital video recorder direct to dedicated l.75Gig^

hard disk. These files can then be image processed (rotoscoping etc) before being

returned to analogue video or image processed (converted to picture sequences or ani-

mations) for multimedia use. The system is comprised of 10 big box Amiga's and 2 PC's

all networked together,

DATASTORAGE
Optonica operate on a local/central network storage scheme. Every computer at

Optonica is networked, and each machine has it's own local hard drive (usually 200Mb,

but up to 650 Mb if required) for 'on going' and 'scratch' work. The computer dedicated

to AV work has a central store currently running at four GigaBytes (soon to be upgraded

to 13 GigaBytes) with an eight GigaByte DAT backup system. This central system is used

as the finished product and multimedia resources store accessible by everyone. The

whole system is backed up to DAT tape (on site and off site copies for security) every

two weeks,

HUMAN FACTOR/ERGONOMIC EXPERTISE
In terms of design, style and navigation within our products, the only real answer to this

one is experience and knowledge of the limitations of the delivery medium, of user per-

ceptions and expectations and finally commercial limitations. To date, we have had the

privilege of only being involved on projects (including our own titles) which have had ^

genuine level of interest to the multimedia designers. We actively encourage them to get

involved with the subject matter for each project, as only by doing this can we create

productions which are tightly coupled, well targeted, informative, fun and of which every-

one involved can be proud.
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WHAT'S IN IT

FOR US?

Here are just some of the products which

might interest the more serious minded

Amiga and CD32.^ser.

PANDORA'S CD
Price £4.99

Pandoras CD was the first release. This

title is designed to bring the concept of

multimedia to the masses. It includes

musicCDXL video, sound effects libraries,

texture libraries, clip art and combined with

such features as a jukebox, childrens games,

point of sale demos and point of informa-

tion demos. It sells for only £4.99 and is

suitable for use on a CDTV, A570. third

party CD ROM drives and CD32.

INSIGHT TECHNOLOGY
Price: £39.95

Insight Technology was the first full price CD release. It's really a kind of 'How Do

They Do That' on CD. Covering 260 topics from the ball point pen to the space shut-

tle, it explains how they work using photographs, animations, video and text to explain

the sometimes complicated area of modern day technology. The use of multimedia

makes this subject matter far more stimulating to anyone using the CD. so that you

can't help but learn by just browsing through it.

INSIGHT : LIVING BODY
Price: £39,95

A home reference coffee table encyclopedia, rich in multimedia, covers anatomy and

many satellite topics including, drugs, sex. first aid, diseases, ageing, smoking & alcohol

abuse. Much time and effort has been put into the paintbox graphics for this project.

INTERPLAY
Price: £750.00

Interplay is a unique authoring system for producing high quality CD32 applications. It is

optimised for producing CD32 titles, giving such features as controller support, quick

access loading screen, fast CD reads, optimised animation playback, triple buffer audio

for simultaneous sound and images, CD project management, ISO prep and much more.

All of Optonica's CD based products were produced with Interplay. This program

makes the construction of titles like their range really easy for non-programmers.

Interplay has also been used on the following projects: several magazine cover CD's.

Chesterfield Zoo interactive system and Weird Science Assasins CD. to name but a few.

InfoNEXUS
Price: £29.95

InfoNEXUS, a multimedia file management system boasting all of the features of prod-

ucts such as Directory Opus and then some at a much lower price. In addition to the

usual file manager features, InfoNEXUS also has Network support built in for device

mounting, chat, mail and remote screen grabs.

DataNEXUS
Price; £29.95

DataNEXUS is a powerful flat file multimedia Database. It features a visual label/form

print layout system and versatile find and search facilities. DataNEXUS supports just

about any type of Media file you throw at it including scripts, programs, text docs,

sound, music, pictures, animations, CDXL and Amiga Data Types.

SIMPATICA + VIDEO TIMELAPSE
Price: £350.00

For tjiose that cannot afford to splash out on a PAR card, Simpatica gives exactly the

same results when it comes to rendering high quality 24 bit and Amiga graphics to video

tape, albeit at a slower rate.

UP AND COMING

INTERPLAY 2

Interplay 2 will actually be released under

a new name within an increased product

range. The new features include: Integral

ISO image building, Project chaining, pages

up to 256 colours iri any resolution

(Interplay "was 64 col 320x256), Animated

menus, motion icons, full Arexx command

set, plus other smaller features too

numerous to mention.

MediaNEXUS
MediaNEXUS is an inter-platform media

file converter, and will have the facility to

convert images, animations, video, text,

samples and music between different plat-

form formats, ie, Amiga to PC. PC to

Amiga. Amiga to MAC etc. It will also

automatically Amiga long filenames and

convert them into PC 8 and 3 format

intelligently.

VIDEOSTREAM
Video stream is a point and click applica-

1 simply create CDXL video sequences from vari-

Sources can be any video edit deck with RS422

port (with supplied hardware deck control), PAR card support, 24 bit sequences. Amiga

picture sequences and animations. These sources can be mixed to form a single video

file. In addition, there are options from CDXL audio and video editing, Background edi-

tor and a full audio post-production facility for modifying existing CDXL audio.

tion which allows users to quickly

ous sources with lip-synched audi

IN CONCLUSION

As well as producing software of the highest quality, Optonica have been working with

industry in multimedia design and production. This means that as well as being able to

produce top rated CDs for the Amiga, they are able to put the Amiga and CD32 to far

more serious uses.

As the CD titles were being developed, they needed tools that would make their

lives easier, tools like file managers and databases where information gathered during

the software production could be accessed easily and quickly.

Using all the technical skills built up over the years they are now able to produce

multimedia systems for use in museums, schools and training for industry.

One of the areas in which the Amiga excels is in combining graphics, sound and ani-

mations into multimedia presentations. This is one reason why the Amiga was chosen

as the platform for Optonica's range of multimedia titles. At the time it was the only

platform that could cope with the high standard demanded of graphics and sound.

Without a doubt the PC has made inroads into the multimedia field, however there is

still one major benefit of having or buying an Amiga or CD32 in the future and that is

the price. For the PC to compete with the highest standard of Amiga graphics and

sound you need to be using a high end multimedia 486 based machine or even a Pentium

to have a chance. This means that the standard hardware found in a CD32 is as capable

in multimedia as a PC machine priced around £1500 and when a project needs hundreds

or even thousands of machines for multi site use (for example in a Point of sale environ-

ment) the savings can run into hundreds of thousands of pounds.

Optonica will continue to support the Amiga for as long as there is a market for their

products and probably long after that, they'll be using Amigas for their production work.

Right then. If that all sounded a bit heavy don't worry. Next month we'll bring you a

demo and review of the insight: Dinosaurs CD and it really is rather good — I can tell

you that now.

The following section outlines a few of the up and coming products and projects at

Optonica which include the Amiga.

Anyone wishing to contact Optonica about any of the

ppoducts mentioneil can do so at the following addpess

:

Company Profile, Optonica Ltd, I The Terrace, High Street,

Lutterworth, Leicestershire, England, LEI 7 4BA

TEL: 01 455 558282 (International 010 44 455 558282)

FAX: 01 455 559386 (International 010 44 455 559386)
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CD32 GAME EXCHANGE

* FREE MEMBERSHIP * SPEEDY RELIABLE SERVICE *

SWAP YOUR UNWANTED GAMES FOR ANOTHER OF
YOUR CHOICE WITHIN THE SAME PRICE RANGE

Use coupon below or a separate piece of paper.
We also Buy & Sell CD32 and 3DO Games.

CALL OR SEND FOR YOUR FREE CATALOGUE

{
REAL WORLD GAMES, 18 LITTLE MIMMS, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

;i| HERTS, HP2 5XP TEL: 01442 68795

GAME(S) ENCLOSED: _

I 1ST CHOICE;

I 2ND CHOICE:

1 3RD CHOICE:

I 4TH CHOICE:

_ AMOUNT ENCLOSED: _

CHEQUES/PC'S MADE PAYABLE TO REAL WORLD GAMES
* ALL GAMES RETURNED RECORDED POST * ^

SWAP
CD32 GAMES

Tct Gmooa 01 &dSi a Gawa^

PHONE 0181-660-4603

SELL YOUR CD32 GAMES-

WE PAY UPTO £14 PER GAME

TO FIND OUT HOW MUCH YOUR GAMES ARE

WORTH, PHONE OR SEND FOR OUR FULL PRICE

LIST, COVERING ALL CD32 GAMES NEW & USED.

Chei{ues/PD's made payable to TechnoDreams

FO BOX B74, PURLEY, SURREY. CR8 3YZ

Ml qatim acwt >iecBnded pod

Telephone (01204) 38741
Fax (01204) 380952

CD32 STOCK CLEARANCE CD32
CD32 - NO KEYBOARD?

Last few keyboards suitable for CD32 only £50.00
FREE CD's with every order - hundreds of free games

CD32 games CD's
FREE CD's while stocl<s iast (minimum 2CD's

)

Pay only for Post & Packaging send £5,00

Credit card order line For same day despatch (0 1 204) 3874 1 for above items

Latest Films on FMV
Sex Model File (Glamour discs) IS rated
- needs FMV cart, for CD32 IBM CDi MAC From £19.99
FMV on CD-60 titles available
- all r^eed FMV decoder - for CD32 IBM CDi MAC From £ ] 4.99

(FMV = full motion video - films etc.. on CD format - needs special decoder)

HERE ARE SOME EXAMPLES OF FROM OUR VAST FILM SELECTION:

'•^* Andrew Lloyd Webber - Hunt for Red October - Electric Model File
1 (rated 18) • Ray Charles the Genius • A fish Called Wanda - Bruce Lee -

Man the Myth • Electric File 2 {,Med is} - Blue note - Too Hot for MTV
(rai^d IS) - Daffy Duck and Friends - Pin Up Girls (raiod isi • Enjoying Sex

(raidd IS) • Turkish Delight {rated is) • History of the World Cup •

Karaoke
^•^ We have over a hundred karaoke discs compatible with CDTV and

CD32 please ring for list of tracks - a!! these tracks are used by
professional karaoke operators and will play on any graphic CD player.

Discs prices start from as little as £12,99

- WANTED -

We buy good quality GM midi files - please send sample
- WANTED -

Midioke
"•" We have hundreds of midi files available with lyrics to turn your

Amiga into a Karaoke machine - Please send stamped addressed envelope
together with formatted blank floppy disk for sampler and catalogue on
disk. ..Prices start from as little as 60p per track- Lyric files also compati-
ble with IBM - different player program needed. All midi files are GM

(general midi standard) and can be played on any GM device.

TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER ON
(01204) 387410

OR COMPLETE THE ORDER FORM AND POST IT

OR FASTER STILL, FAX ON
(01204) 380952

ORDER FORM
I enclose a cheque for the amount of £
made payable to:- MMM Ltd
-or debit my AccessA/isa card no:-

Expiry date: / Signature:

Please print your name and address in b/oc/c capitals

NAME
ADDRESS

POST CODE - -TELEPHONE NO -

in ofjense lo purchase by or for persons under IS j«

Post to:- MMM Ltd. Bridge House, Bridgeman Place, Boifon BL2 IDF.

PLEASE [^lENTlON AMIGA CD 32 GAMER WHEN RESPONDING TO ANY ADVERTISEMENT.



I CD feature
Don't get left behind in the CD-ROM race.

Andrew Delay, Paul Rigby and Derek Dela Fuente
test drive four CD-Roms, look at CD options for

older Amigas, play software from other plat-

forms and share their findings with you.

I
here was a time when a 5,25 inch disc drive was an essentia! add-on

I
for any IBM PC or compatible. Theses days, you are behind the times

f your 5.25 inch bay is not fitted with a double-speed CD-Rom drive.

I In fact, more and more new systems are being sold with CD-Rom dri-

I ves fitted as standard.

With this in mind, it is hardly surprising to learn that the PC has been instrumental in

the success of the CD-Rom media. But what about Amiga owners - what options do

they have!

Well, despite the lack of official offerings from Commodore (Yes, the CD 1 200 does

exist, yes - it does work, yes -
I have played with one, but - no, it has not been released

in the UK, and CBM won't give a release date) there are plenty of third-party solutions,

or so I found out when the Ed asked me to look into the various options available

(Good man - paternalistic Ed),

Even owners of older machines such as the A500 and A600 can get in on the act, and,

if you are interested, you will find some recommendations elsewhere in this article. For

those of you with an AI200, or any of the big box Amigas. you will find a number of

choices.

MITSUMI FX001D

AND TANDEM CONTROLLER

First to arrive was the Mitsumi FXOO I D and the Alfa Data Tandem CD+IDE Controller,

courtesy of Power Computing, who can be contacted on : (0234) 27300.

The Tandem CD+IDE is a multi -function controller card that fits into any vacant Zorro

slot in your A 1 500, A2000, A3000 or A4000, You need to be running Kickstart and

Workbench 2.04 or above, and have at least 1Mb of RAM for the unit to work.

Once fitted, it provides a CD-Rom con-

troller for the Mitsumi range of drives,

which include the LU005. the single-speed

FXOO IS and the double-speed FXOO ID,

and, in addition to this, it also provides you

with an IDE controller that supports the

majority of IDE hard drives.

The FXOOID is a double-speed device

that is capable of achieving transfer rates of

between 300 and 350 Kilobytes per sec-

ond. When compared to your average

drive, this is a respectable level of perfor-

mance. To put this into real terms, you

should take a quick look at the Speed

Trials section elsewhere.

Fitting both the controller and the drive is a straightforward task, assuming you have

a spare 5.25 inch disk drive bay, although I have to say that there were no fixing screws

in the pack, so I had to improvise when securing the drive. It is also worth pointing out

that, where the A4000 is concerned, it is an extremely tight fit.

When fitting the unit to an A4000, you will find that the power connector that you

push into the back of the FXOO I D almost touches the PSU's fan, and, as I found out. the

cables can obstruct the fan, causing it to jam. Fiddling with the cables should rectify any

problems, but moving the machine could cause the wires to foul the fan again. You will

also find that the drive does not sit flush with the A4000's front fascia, sticking out by a

few millimetres.

WT-ED TRIALS •

Iranslerrlng a 384452 byte file to : RAM Double Density Floppy

TOSHIBA XH4I0IB 4.7 seconds 46 seconds

MITSUMI fXOOID 4.8 seconds 51 seconds

ZAPPO CD-ROM 5.2 seconds 71 seconds

The positioning of the open/close button, which is beneath tine rigiit-hand side of the

CD tray, is far from ideal. When you press the button, the tray comes out fully, and, in

doing so, this makes it awkward to press the button to retract the tray. You get used to

it after a while, but it is still annoying.

At the rear of the drive you will find an audio line out connector. If you have an

A4000, you will be able to knock up a lead and connect it to the machine's three-way 0,

1

inch audio connector. Failing that, the unit has a car phone socket and a volume control

on the front of the machine.

The software that is supplied with the Tandem Controller installs suitable drivers to

control the device plus several handy utilities for making the most of the Mitsumi drive.

You will find that the device driver is able to automAtically utilise all the drive's fea-

tures, such as double-speed operation, audio playback. Photo CD and multi-session sup-

port. It also handles CDs produced to industrial standard ISO-9660, and, should you

wish, you can send for a version of the driver that supports both the Rockridge and Mac

filing systems.

The utilities include :

CDFSPrefs - enables you to tweak the settings of the CD filing system cache

Eject CD - opens up a little window with an open/close button in it. Useful when you take

into consideration my comments concerning the positioning of the open/close button

KiUDev - unmounts the CD-Rom device

PiayCD - allows you to play audio CDs,

Alternatively, you can use Juke Box (a

shareware equivalent to PlayCD) that pro-

vides more extensive options. This is also

included in the disc.

FindCD - creates the environment variables

that are required during installation, and is

of no real interest to most users

The drive itself has proven to be a good

solid workhorse, having been around in the

PC world for quite a long time now. and

should give many years of trouble-free

operation.

T0SHIDAXM4101D

The next big box option to arrive was the Toshiba XM4101B from White Knight

Technology, who can be contacted on : (0992) 714539. 1 had actually heard a lot of

good things about this drive, so I was eager to see if it lived up to its reputation. The

Toshiba is a standard SCSI unit compatible with any SCSI or SCSI 11 controller.

If you already have an SCSI card fitted, then installing the drive is a real doddle. The unit,

which slightly shorter than the Mitsumi, slides into the bay nicely, and, even on an
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A4000, leaves plenty of clear room at the rear. It also fits flush with the A4000's front

panel.

The eject button is situated on the CD tray itself, making it easily accessible. Pressing

the button opens the tray a short way, leaving it down to you to pull the tray fully out.

Once a disc has been inserted or removed, you then push the tray back into the drive.

Whilst this initially felt odd, I soon got used to it, and I actually prefer it to the fully auto-

matic mechanism on the Mitsumi.

In terms of speed, the quoted figures are similar to the Mitsumi but in operation, as

the speed trials show, the Toshiba won by a hose length.

The Toshiba drives, being SCSi devices, have not been designed with any particular

platform in mind, and, as a result, do not come supplied with any official driver software.

Fortunately, there is a very good PD filing system called AmiCDROM. which is cur-

rently at version 1. 10. Being a DOS device, it means that you can access the files on a

CD just like you would on any other device. That its, assuming you are not trying to

write to them.

Installation of the software is pretty straightforward, as long as you follow the instruc-

tions. A4000 owners with IDE hard drives ftted may find that they need to alter the

device name in the CDO mount script from "scsi. device" to "2nd.scsi.device", because

the IDE device assumes the former name. But, apart from that, it is relatively plain sailing.

AmiCDROM provides support for Amiga DOS. ISO-9660, Rock Ridge Interchange

Protocol and the Macintosh HFS format. It also supports multi-session PhotoCD discs,

and, with the correct software, you will be able to view your pictures. It also recognises

audio CDs. When it encounters one, it places an icon called CDA on the Workbench.

Clicking on this starts the CD playing.

If you want more control over the playing of your audio CDs. the you should get hold

of a copy of Juke Box. The Shareware utility turns your machine into a high spec CD
player.

As with the Mitsumi, you will find an audio connector at the rear of the drive, and, on

the front, there is an ear socket and a volume control.

This is an exceptionally good CD-Rom drive. As you would expect from a company

of Toshiba's standing, the XM4 1 1 B is a quality drive in every sense of the word. So fer,

both the drives we have looked at have been for the bigger Zorro-equipped machines,

which is not much good for A 1 200 owners. Actually, any internal SCSI CD-Rom drive

could be connected to an A 1 200, assuming you have a SCSI interfece fined, but there is a

much bener option

ZAPPO CD-ROM

Archos, the people responsible for the Overdrive PCMCIA hard drive unit for the

AI200, have developed the Overdrive CD. a CD32 compatible CD-Rom add-on for the

A 1200. The unit reviewed her was supplied to us by ZCL, who have badged the drive

under their respected Zappo label. The 21appo CD-Rom, as it is called, is available from

Indi, Calculus and most reputable dealers.

Fitting the CD-Rom drive is so simple. All that you need do is shove the PCMCIA card

firmly into the slot on the side of your AI200, and then connect the other end of the

cable to the rear of the drive unit.

The feet that it uses the PCMCIA port, rather than the trap door connector, means that

thousands of users are not going to have to ditch their Fast Ram or accelerator cards,

which is something they would probably need to do with Commodore's CD 1 200.

Although, if you own an Overdrive, hard disc, or any other PCMCIA device lacking a

PCMCIA pass-through, you will need to unplug it before installing the CD-Rom drive.

A600 users be warned! Whilst the drive uses the PCMCIA port, the driver software

will not work with your machine. Technically, a driver could be written to enable you to

A500 and A5flfl+ users may well be able to get hold of an old A570, the official ASflO

CD-Rom drive from Commodore. This will give you access to the growing number of

Amiga PD compact discs and will also run a fair amount of old CDTV titles. Alternatively,

you could connect an external SCSI CD-Rom drive via a suitable SCSI interface

A600 owners have less choice. I do not recall ever coming across a SCSI interface for the

A600, however it is possible to hook up an A600 to a CDTV unit with Pamet, a specially

made-up cable and software that enables you to attach the CDTV as a slave device. Data

un then be pulled off the hard drive as and when you wish. This option is also available

to A500 and A500+ owners.

Alternatively, if you own or intend to purchase a CD32, you can get hold of the S-

Port, reviewed in Issue 3, from Harpet Developments on (01423) 7126000. This device

provides you with a three-line serial link, and by using the supplied software, you can

download files from the CD32.

use it as a standard CD-Rom drive, minus the CD32 emulation, but I was told that

Archos have no plans to do this.

The drive itself is a Mitsumi double-speed drive that has been housed in a sturdy

metal case. Construction of the unit is extremely good, giving a solid and above all secure

quality feel to it. However, it sis not just a Mitsumi drive strapped on to an A 1200. The

Overdrive or Zappo CD-Rom claims to be CD32 compatible. In fact, ZCL said that than

have only found one CD32 game that refused to work, but this was later fixed in an

update of the software.

With the software installed onto your system disc, resetting the Amiga and holding

down the left mouse button will bring up an options screen with CD-Rom, ReKick 3.1

and Standard Boot options. Choosing the CD-Rom option forces the machine to switch

on the CD32 emulation and boot from the CD-Rom in the drive.

ReKick 3.1 will copy a software image of the 3.1 KickStart ROMs into the memory,

but more about this later, and the remaining option is for when you want to boot the

system without mounting the CD-Rom drive. Useful if you disconnect the drive, but do

not want to fiddle about moving the device drivers out of the Devs drawer.

So, how compatible is it? To be honest, it is pretty good, but do not believe anyone

who says it is totally compatible, because it is not A recent magazine report claimed that

after a few tweaks to the emulation, 100% of games were found to be compatible. This

does not mean that all CD32 games will work with the drive. In fact, the instructions say

that "The Overdrive-CD software emulates most of the new functions of the operating

system added for the CD32. A few games, however, will only run under Version 3.1 of
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the operating syscem". If you have some Fast Ram fitted, then there is an easy way of

improving compatibility. You can obtain a software image of the 3.1 ROMs, which can

be loaded into Fast Ram, bypassing the in-built operating system. The only people that

can legally supply you with this are Commodore, so you will need to contact them for a

copy.

Obviously, I could not test every game, but all those that I did try worked perfectly,

including Microcosm which uses the Akiko chip quite extensively. Having said this, many

of the games that have appeared on the CD32 have been ported from the A 1200, so

you would expect these to work.

One stumbling block would have been the fact that the CD32 has a multi-button

controller. However the system traps various key presses and translates these into the

relevant direction and button codes, if this isn't good enough you can always buy a

CD32 multi-button controller for £14.95.

As it stands the unit managed to run Commodore's CD32 demo CD without crash-

ing. The demo, which is designed to show off the machine, is quite impressive, delighting

the viewer to several CDXL animations and a host of other visual and audio treats.

The only noticeable difference between the demo running on a CD32 and the Zappo

CD-ROM drive was that the extremely large Bill Sachs animation which takes up about

38Mb of disc space jerked every now and again a bit like your average CD-ROM anima-

tion on a PC, slightly spoiling the effect. This problem was caused by the feet that the

emulation software was dragging its feet a little.

BUT WHY?
Okay, we have fitted our CD-Rofl^^^^^^^^B'St^it, you will need to obtain

some CD-Rom discs. Almathera hi^^^^^^^Rntitled CDPD I, II and III,

packed with PD software, pictures, music files and much, much more. Fred Fish's entire

PD collection is now released and updated on CD-Rom, and if you are into Demos and

the like, check out l7Bit Software's range of CD titles; there is enough available to keep

you going for ages.

You are not restricted to just Amiga titles. Assuming your set-up supports the industri-

al standard ISO-9660, then you can make use of thousands of CD-Rom discs on the PC,

which are produced to this standard, all stuffed with Clip art. fonts, text files, pictures

and sound effects which are all there for the taking. If you are interested in DTP then

you will never go wanting, because there is more stuff on CD-Rom than you could ever

hope to go through. Obviously you wii! not be able to run PC software unless you have

a PC ^emulator, but, with the right utilities, you will be able to load and manipulate any

of the data files mentioned.

In addition to all the serious stuff, you may also play games. Again, there are a num-

ber of PD discs crammed with games, a well as a growing number of commercial offer-

ings. Those of you with non-AGA machines will find commercial titles few and far

between, but if you have an A 1 200 or an A4000 you should fare much better. Having

said this, do not expect every C032 release to work on your machine. Some claimed

CD32 compatible drives, for the AI200, are said to offer total compatability, and if you

purchase a multi-button CD32 controller you should be able to enjoy most releases.

Whilst the CDXL animations on the Commodore demo disc worked fine, I encoun-

tered problems when trying to run a couple of much smaller CDXL animations from

another CD. They started off okay but a few seconds into the animation they jumped

into a different screen mode corrupting the incoming picture data.

Fortunately I have been told that Archos were aware of a few minor problems and

that all these bugs have been fixed in version eight of the software. I was assured that all

units ship with the latest version of the software.

Another odd point was the fact that disc changes sometimes took a long time to reg-

ister with AmigaDos. With the CD drives that I tested on my A4000 the time it took to

put the new icon up on the workbench screen was less than five seconds. With the

Overdrive it occasionally took about the 30 seconds and two or three times I had to

wait over a minute although most of the time it was quite respectable and registered the

change in under ten seconds. It is conceivable that a dirty CD could cause such a prob-

lem but all the discs worked fine in my A4000's CD-ROM drive.

Niggles aside the unit operated well and I was able to run programs from the CDs

and copy files across to the A 1200 with ease. Which brings me nicely onto transfer

rates. The drive is capable of transferring 350KB per second and, contrary to popular

belief, the PCMCIA, being 16 bits wide, can handle this quite easily.

In terms of performance the Zappo CD-ROM was comparable with the other CD-

ROM drives but it is important to remember that the other drives were fitted to an

A4000/040 and so the Transfer to Disc results should not be judged against the other

CD-ROM drives. The figures are there purely to give you an idea of what to expect in a

practical situation.

The unit can also be used to piay audio CDs with a program called CDDA and at the

rear of the drive you will find both stereo audio in and output sockets. The input sock-

ets take the A1200's out, allowing you to mix CD and Amiga audio. You will also find

the power socket AC/DC adaptor and and on the front there is an earphone socket.

Like the other you are not just restricted to CD32 CDs. Any CD conforming to the

ISO-9660 standard can be read and there is also a utility to read photoCD discs as well.

With Commodore looking less and less likely to get the CD 1 200 unit out this side of

Christmas, the Zappo CD-ROM has to be the main contender for the best A 1 200

peripheral of the year.

The Zappo CD-ROM comes in at less than £200 and is, in my opinion, an extremely

good buy offering the user the benefits of a CD-ROM drive and a good degree of com-

patibility with the CD32

CD32ANDPARAVISI0NSX-1

We have looked at how to equip an

Amiga with a CD-ROM drive and

even how to make an A 1 200 CD32

compatible, but what about turning a

CD32 into an Amiga computer?

There is hardly a CD32 owner who

has not eagerly awaited the release

of of the SX-I from Paravision.

Having been in development for

around six months the first batch of

units have already hit our shores

and, as expected, they are being

snapped up at an alarming rate. The

SX-I is housed in a solid, colour co-

ordinated case that measures

approximately 7" by 53/4'. Installing is simply a matter of removing the CD32's rear

blanking plate and slotting the edge connector onto the CD32's PCB expansion port.

It may just have been the review model but I found that the SX-I was little insecure

on the back of the CD32. It did not take much to dislodge the edge connector and care

needed to be taken not to knock it whilst the machine was. powered up. In the end,

using a small pin, I gently closed the connector's pins slightly and made the edge connec-

tor grip the PCB much better. This could easily have been a one off occurrence, edge

connectors are not usually so loose.

A base unit that sat under the CD32 would have been a much nicer solution but the

decision to stick with the finished design will no doubt be blamed on cost constraints.

Despite the dodgy first impressions things began to look better and better. The pack-

aging states that the SX-I 'turns your CD32 into a powerful desktop computer with the

characteristics of an Amiga A 1
200' and this is exactly what it does. With the SX-I

attached to your CD32 you will have, with the exception of the trapdoor CPU port and
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the PCMCIA slot, all the expansion capabilities of the A 1200 along with a few others

which the stock A 1 200 lacks.

A full list of features can be found in a separate box but needless to say the SX-I

allows you to hook up many Amiga compatible peripherals or devices.

The RGB parallel and floppy ports are ail standard Amiga connectors. However, the

serial port is not. Instead of using the more expensive and hard to come by 25-pin D-

connectors, Paravision have opted for the IBM AT standard 9-pin D-connector. The

Amiga only ever used nine of the 25 pins so if you have 25-pin serial cable you can get

around the problem by purchasing a 9 to 25 pin adaptor.

If you own an A-tOOO keyboard or even an A2000 one with a suitable adaptor you

will be able to plug this into the AUX port on the CD32. If you do not have access to

either of these then all is not lost. You can either spend up to £90 on a replacement

Amiga keyboard or you can spend upwards of £25 on an IBM AT-IOI compatible key-

board. If you opt for the PC keyboard then make sure that you purchase an AT-IOI

compatible one because these are the only ones supported.

As well as the external connectors, Paravision have also included a 72-pin SIMM

socket and a standard 44-pin {2mm) IDE connector on the SX-l's motherboard. The

SIMM socket will take a 1 , 2, 4 or 8Mb SIMM although if you have an FMV module fitted

you can only fit a 1 , 2 or 4Mb module.

ITTING YOUR CD-R

remal CD-Rom drive to an A 1 500,

A2000 or A4000 is not exactly ilifficult, but it

does demand a degree of confidence.

Instructions for fitting Zorro cards and addi-

tional storage devices can be found in the

User Guides that came with your machines,

but if you are at all unsure, then get an

experienced fiend or dealer to help you.

Providing fitting instructions is beyond th'e

scope of this feature, but the Ed may well

run an article on adding expansion boards

and devices to your machine sometime in the

near future. (Eh, What? - bewildered Ed?)

MITSUMI DOUBLE SPEED DRIVE

TANDEM CD+IDE FOR ABOVE

ZAPPO CD-ROM DOUBLE SPEED

(Overtirive CD)

TOSHIBA DOUBLE SPEED XM4I0IB

029

£69

£199

£241

Ji'BUl

Supplied by Power Computing, Tel : (01234) 273000

Supplied by Indi, Calculus or many reputable dealers

Supplied by White Knight Technology, Tel : (01992) 714539

Most 2.5" IDE drives can be fitted inside the box. The installation is a little more

involved, requiring the use of the hard drive utility software on the supplied disc but if

you are at all unsure then most dealers will perform the installation for you. if you

intend to add a number of peripherals that all draw their power from the CD32 you

may find that the CD32's PSU is not up to the job. I actually managed to cause the

machine to crash by placing too much demand on its power supply.

The instructions, which are in the form of a very brief pamphlet, state that the PSU

will cope with either an internal IDE drive or an external floppy drive but not both.

Despite this, an SX-I equipped with 1Mb SIMM, 2.5" IDE and external floppy drive

worked perfectly fine. If you needs are more demanding you could always get hold of a

higher rated power supply.

Apart from a few slight concerns over its design I could not fault the SX-I. It more

than lives up to its claims and it's easy to see why they are being snapped up so quickly.

If you own a CD32 then you really need to consider purchasing an SX- 1

.

mended but which do you choose?

Those that own both an A 1200 and a CD32

will be at pains to decide whether to give their

AI200 a high degree of CD32 compatibility or

attach an SX-I to their CD32. Personally I feel

the laner option is more desirable because it

give you much more flexibility.

If you just own an A 1 200 then the Zappo

CD must be your first choice. It's use of the

PCMCIA connector keeps your trapdoor free

for memory and accelerator cards and a dou-

ble speed drive is a real steal at £ 1 99.

Big box Amiga owners without SCSI controllers and on a tight budget should look at

the Tandem/Mitsumi double speed drive combination. The price to performance ratio is

extremely good and you can be assured you're buying a reliable work horse.

My favourite, for the more expandable machines, was the Toshiba XM4I0IB from

White Knight. If you already own a SCSI controller then it is the logical choice. Even if

you do not have the SCSI interface it is definitely worth considering, assuming you can

afford the extra expense.

CONCLUSION

You would be hard pressed to judge the difference between one CD-ROM drive mech-

anism and another. All offer comparable performance and most are constructed to simi-

lar specifications and guidelines. All the products reviewed here come highly recom-

•LAST WORD
Just a note of interest to most readen is the fact that add-OR drives for the A 1 200 are

mam thrust for most German users, still the biggest market in Europe as far as

Commodore are concerned. The Amiga 32 has not been hat successful, but this is the

best way to have the best of both worlds.
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•eview ^^^^i^^^
A good butt kicking, head crusliing, body blowing

beat-enn-up always goes down well at the CD32
Gamer office. Unfortunately, there's not too
many good ones around for the CD32, so we
usually have to make do with knocking the

stuffing out of each other. Thankfully, Gremlin
Interactive have stepped in to solve our problem
with their latest release, the hugely playable

Shadow Fighter.

a preview a couple of months back so we won't bore you

with it again. Anyway, what does it matter, the only

thing that counts is getting the joypad in hand and kick-

ing some serious ass.

And this brings me straight away to one of the

more important points about Shadow Fighter. It's one

of those games you can pick up and be playing compe-

tently in a matter of minutes. As the game was

designed to be played with a joystick, you only need one

button, so all the moves are fairly easy to perform. Okay,

you have to point the joypad, or joystick in all sorts of direc-

tions, but, even if you don't know what you're doing, you can

I
n this day and age, it's impossible to talk about CD32 beat-em-ups

without mentioning Rise of the Robots. This much hyped manic metal-

I lie mash-'em-up was received with mixed acclaim and opinion is still

I
divided over how good it really vras. Even here at CD32 Gamer you

ould say the jury is still out, but if my two penneth worth counts for

' anything, I'd have to say I thought it was hugely overrated. Okay,

ROTR looks good, but it doesn't play too well and that's what really counts. This is

where Shadow Fighter differs, as it's not the prettiest thing in the world, but it plays hand-

somely.

The idea is, as you'd expect, to pick any one of sixteen characters and take on the

computer in a Championship. Kick as much ass as you can, with the futile hope of getting

to the finals and even fighting the Shadow Fighter himself. Alternatively, you can take on

a friend in a straight head to head which is always a good laugh.

Now, 1 suppose I should tell you the plot and all that baloney, but we mentioned it in

soon pick things up. While this makes the game more accessible to the average and less

skilled gamer, it means for the hard nuts out there, there might not be as much in the

way of lasting interest or challenge as you'd expect.

Saying that, the game itself is not as easy as the moves. Yeah, sure, you can pick up

the moves easily enough, but that doesn't protect you from your opponents! You'll find

that what the game loses in terms of competitiveness from having such easy special

moves, it more than makes up for by having some tricky opponents. Just as you think

you're doing well, stringing some moves together and beginning to really enjoy inflicting

pain, your opponent will pull all sorts of tricks out of the bag and have you on the floor
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in seconds. So maybe the moral here is don't be fooled into thinking the game's easy just

because the moves are.

As well as loads of characters and moves, Shadow Fighter packs plenty of other inter-

esting features. One of these is the gore, or blood option. Whilst this isn't going to make

you wet yourself in fright, it's quite smart and the way the blood gathers in pools around

where you fight is a nice touch. Well, if you like that sorta thing anyway!

Another feature is the useful training set up. To hone your skills and practice those

moves, you can opt for a training session with Pupazz, the loveable, but bleedin' lethal

puppet. Pupazz is one mean stuffed toy and is a perfect opponent for practising

both attacking and defensive moves. After all, once you get into the

real championships you only have two continues so you have to

be ready!

With 150 frames of animation for each character and

loads of colour, you'd expect Shadow Fighter to visually

explode onto the screen, but for all this promise, it

doesn't really grab the eye as anything special. It's

quite clear and the characters move and respond
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smooth enough, but there's nothing spectacular at all. Whilst this doesn't take much

away from the game, as the strength of any beat-em-up comes from how it plays, it's still

a shame it doesn't use the full potential of the CD32.

Every console needs a good beat-em-up to make people really sit up and take notice

and this could be the one that's going to do it for the CD32. It's a smashing game and

the best beat-em-up yet out on our lovely machines. It may not achieve anything

grandiose on the graphical side, but it achieves something ROTR never did, which is that

it's playable and fun. If you've been crying out, like us, for a decent fight game, then

Shadow Fighter is the answer to your prayers. JE

What a load of biffens

tec has got real

eratly! He uses

stun aMMaents

weS-Mned ttipr-

belore moving in lor

big fierman

down as the

cheat in beat-'em-up histo-'

PH. Just when you think'

B got hhn licked the:

whips out again

and sta-ts spraying the

lead around!

petite, girlie moks.

Bectra can be a real

handlul once she starts

using her spinning elec-

tric attack. IVIucho energy

lost real last!

butch, bearded rep,

-tive ol the good

US ol A. How he manages

ts stay so lit on that

^ -an staple diet ol

s, chyii-

dogs and apple pie is a

mystery.

B w
at lor Soria. A powerlul

fighter with some tricky

combinations to counter.

Rumour has it be was

christened Sonia, hence

Ms bitter attitude.

Pakistan's answer to our

own Frank Bruno. Fakir is

wen known lor the high

level to which he has
'—d his mind as much as

his fighting ability.

Claim to fame

once sitting by
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With 16 fighters and 13 locations, plus the mysterious Shadow Fighter

there's plenty of variety to banish tedium. To complete the game with

even one character will take a while. To go through to the end with

every single one will take even the toughest gamers some months.
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Study the pre-fight screen well. Then, when your opponent floo

the first five seconds with a lightning combo, at least you'll Icno

the move was called.
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! CD review
Flair have a number of their older titles heading for re-release at budget price so we decided to take a

second look at two of the best. There should be something for everyone with the RPG orientated sci-fi

action of Whale's Voyage and the sublimely nice Trolls, and all for a mere 1 5 quid each. Hopefully Flair

have shown the way forward for other companies with considerable, but now largely obsolete back cat-

alogues. Three cheers for Flair! Hip hip... oh, alright— suit yourself. Right then, enough waffle. On with

the reviews say I!

a e 1Voyage
et in the far-flung future, this RPG casts you in the role of a space

trader just getting started in the wide world of interplanetary com-

merce. You and your team have just bought an old crate of a

freighter, the Whale, and must get it kitted out from the many hard

^L^ struggles ahead. The first task is simply to get hold of enough fuel to

IHHk? get the thing moving but as you progress you'll need to soup it up fur-

ther with improved weapons, cargo facilities and the like. It plays like a cross between

£/(te and a futuristic version of Eye Of The Beholder. There's a novel method of character

selection. Rather than just choosing from a series of preset characters you start with

each at birth. You then choose their route through education — inner city schools or

high-powered private establishments. Then will it be on to a business course at universi-

ty or perhaps a combat academy? This method allows you to set up characters with

whatever mix of special talents you require.

Once you've created your team it's into the game. Trading can often be performed

from orbit through interfacing with the local world's computer network. Or you can

land and trade directly over the counter. This is vital for completion of certain special

missions and tasks. Moving around cities is done through a 3D through-your-own-eyes

viewpoint and this can be confusing. Graphics do vary from city to city but not much

within the cities themselves so it becomes very tricky to actually keep track of where

you are!

There are other elements which are pretty unforgiving. For instance if you decide to

shoot some-one you shouldn't a death a squad of five or six soldiers appears instantly

out of nowhere and blasts you to smithereens giving you no chance of escape. Not only

is it very unfair, but it means you lose a great deal of the sense of freedom which would

make the game seem more intriguing and less linear. Personally I found Whole's Voyage a

too pricey on its original release due to a few niggling annoyances. However at the new
and eminently affordable price it offers plenty of challenge for your readies. Well worth a

look. MG

Build up UDur -RustlHJoHst' or a SpaocnniO to

PUBLISHER: Flair PRICE: £14.99
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his was one of the first games I can recall which came out on the

Amiga with a separate enhanced AGA version. There can't anybody

out there who's unaware of the Trolls, even if the fad is mercifully

dying out at long lasL They were those horribly ugly, day-glo haired

monstrosities you were supposed to give to your loved one as a sign

of undying affection. Odd really. A bit like donating a fur coat to a

bring and buy sale in aid of the World Wildlife Fund!

But enough of my personal grievances against the weak-minded consumer in the face

marketing propaganda. The supposedly cutesy characters lend themselves perfectly to

the classic platform format, and that's exactly what we've got.

The only difference between the 16 and 32-bit versions, as with many of the early

AGA games, is the addition of highly detailed parallax backgrounds replacing the simple

colour blend of the A500/600. Thankfully though, it doesn't fall into the same trap which

marred Zool with these backgrounds leading to a cluttered look and confusing the player

as to what's actually a platform and what is simply background. Here, everything's clear

and well defined. In fact, it has some of the smartest graphics around for the genre on

the Amiga, and certainly captures all the fun and fluffyness the toys were supposed to

exude. As such, it may well turn the stomachs of hard-core action fans, but if these things

are your cup of dandelion soup, then this is a snip for the 14 varied and attractive levels

on offer. '.'-': MG

- PUBLISHER: Flair " PRICE: £14.99
- DEVELOPER: In-house ^^ OUT: Now
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It's been a long time coming, but Speedball 2 has

finally arrived. This classic Amiga game has caused
no end of trouble for its programmers, Renegade,
but they've persevered and come up with one of

the most playable and enjoyable games yet to

grace the CD32. If sheer, unadulterated fun Is

v/hat you're after, together with an over
indulgence in mindless violence, then Speedball 2 is

a dream come true.

T

0p "VIE
This new brutal, free-for-all game exhilarat-

ed the public and captured their violent imag-

inations. After starting out as a primitive

kind of rugby, it soon degenerated into a

vicious and bloody shambles, but the

crowds came flocking in, and by the the

middle of the century it had already

become the number one national and inter-

national sport.

The government was not happy, though.

The number of deaths associated with the sport

had been steadily rising, and culminated in 2094

when over 100 players died throughout the season, 12

of them in one of the nastiest and most vicious derbys ever witnessed. The fickle public

was also becoming disillusioned: at first they'd been thrilled by the excruciating physical

nature of the sport, but a new age - reminiscent of the 1 960's - had dawned, and it was

Pt's not often we start to talk about history, blah,

blah, blah and all sorts of rubbish like that. It reminds us

too much of school. But we've decided in the case of Speedball. to

fully appreciate it, you've got to know the full story.

Speedball originated way back in the early 21st Century, when a

serious rift developed within the ranks of Rugby Union. The sport's

popularity had been undermined after a move by the Rugby League to allow more physi-

cal contact (basically, punch-ups became legal). It seemed the public had become so

accustomed to violence within society that they now wanted it in sport as well.

Rugby Union bosses were keen to keep to the traditional game, but on January 17th

2017, a small group of struggling teams and their players broke away and formed the

first Speedball league. The rules, or lack of them were laid down by the SA (Speedball

association), and early in 20 1 8 the first game kicked off.

now being condemned for being barbaric and out-dated. When the Liberal government

came to power in 2095, an enquiry into the sport was commissioned. This uncovered

deep-rooted corruption and acts of atrocities by both players and managers (including

the poisoning of a whole team!).

When the enquiry presented its report, it recommended the immediate banning of

the sport. The government needed no further encouragement and the sport was duly

banned and the league broken up.

Speedball would not die, though. As when boxing was banned in the late 20th centu-

ry, the sport merely went underground. Without regulation, things went from bad to

worse, with death becoming an integral part of the game. Matches became more about

survival than, winning and only the fittest and strongest lived.

Ten years later, the government realised the sport would not lay to rest and decided

to reverse its decision, on the condition that a new set of rules were drawn up. A new

governing body was set up and a code of conduct laid down. Weapons were banned,

A few close ups of the

action and even a glimpse
at a very rare goal from
the boy's at Brutal Deluxe

see many, especially if

Miles is playing!
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stadiums were changed to protect fan and player

alike, and performance-enhancing drugs were out-

lawed. Speedball 2 was born.

The new league took off slowly, but before too long it had restored itself as the top

sport in the country, and although death and violence were still part of the game, the

new rules gave it a credibility it had once been lacking.

Over the next five years, the league was dominated by one team. Winning three suc-

cessive titles including the inaugural season, along with four other domestic trophies.

Super Nashwan were THE team to beat. Then a new team emerged. Brought up in the

depths of inner-cities, they won few friends on the pitch, but their aggressive style made

them an instant hit with the fans and they were soon challenging for the title. Brutal

Deluxe, ably led and trained by you, the manager, are a force to be reck-

oned with.

Speedball has evolved a lot over the years from its ea:

rugby days, most noticeably the number of players has

gone down from 15 to 9. This is mainly due to the

matches being played in small arenas instead of on

pitches. These small arenas compact the play and

encourage more aggressive playing, at the same time

as rewarding good skill.

The basic idea of the game is to outscore your

opponent, whether he be a friend or the computer.

This can be done in a whole manner of different ways.

PUBLISHER: Renegade ! PRICE: £TBA
DEVELOPER: In-house OUT: June

m
BRUTDLfOEUHXE-

swiTS or com:

eOCLS SCORED i

JESSFUL "wcm
JBSTCnjTIOfS

in survive these days without the very American-ish stats

sn. Even in footy you get it and, personally, I can't see the point. Still,
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First and most obvious, there's the goal. If you get the ball into the opposition's goal you

get 10 points. Then there's a number of objects in the middle of the arena and on the

wall that give you 2 points every time you hit them. Lastly, you get 10 points for every

opposition player you take out of the game.

Speedball 2 is fast and the action rough and tough. Not only do you have to be able to

move the ball around between players and dodge the opposition sliding in for the kill,

you have to be quick to the loose ball and be ready to give as good as you get. The game

itself is easy to play and simple to get into, but it'll probably take quite a long time to

truly master it.

Speedball 2 has a lot to offer in terms of challenge as well. You can try your hand at a

single match, enter the cup compo, or the ultimate challenge,

which is to win the league. If you try the cup or league,

you'll have to learn to manage your money, buy

decent players and train the ones you've got.

This gives the game a nice touch and lets you

build a team of your own. although don't

expect anything too extensive, as it is fairly

basic to say the least.

On the surface of it, the CD32 version of

Speedball is basically the same as the Amiga

version. As you'd expect though, the graphics

have been given a lot more colour and life.

There's a noticeable difference in the sound as

well, with a lot more audio, including the hilarious

rantings of injured players and the roar of delight from the

crowd as someone gets laid out cold.

In the end Speedball 2 doesn't offer particularly outstanding graphics, nor brilliant

sound, but that's forgivable as it is one of most playable games around. It's so simple to

get into, so addictive and pure heaven to play. JE

^

^^^
^.-. M

& s-r

•ti^Z

A well deserved victory for Brutal Deluxe and a valuable confidence

booster. If only we could play the playgroup every week!

Team '/r Tacllx

'1. The current player. In this case Baz the goalie.

2. Player's ratings for all attributes.

3. Buy/sell player and training icons.

4. How much cash you have left.

-̂ \<{i\%m -T

'^^mm

1. Bitmap shades— Extra aggression.

2. Barge pads— Go In hard.

3. Power gloves -

4. Speed boots —- Bur, 1 dunno, oink oink, blather!?
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I CD review
What's all this? Can It be, perchance, a

compilation bearing our very own hallowed
Gamer Gold logo? Joysticks in hand, our fearless

team of reviewers head in to investigate what
could be the bargain of the year in CD32 land.

B nly the very best earn themselves that highest of accolades, the

Gamer Gold. You can be sure that any title decorated with the GG
logo will be right out of the top drawer. It's the Victoria cross of the

computer world and here are three of the very best so without fur-

ther ado let's see what they're all about!

NICKFALDO'S
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF

^/»'VIE
What on Earth has happened to old Nicko over the last few

months? It seems like hardly any time ago that he was top of the

putts and winning every championship in sight. Now, all of a sud-

den, he's nowhere to be seen. Only the other day, I happened to

be channel surfing when I came across the US Masters or some

such. I barely recognised any of the names in the top half of the leader

board. No Woosey, no Nick, and where was Seve? Ten over for the

course, or something equally pathetic. And who the blinking flip is Ben

Crenshaw?

Oh well, Nick might be having a torrid time on the greens but the simulation which

bares his name is still whacking the eagles left right and centre.

The first thing which hits you are the beautiful graphics which represent the two

courses. They really are excellent with luscious green hues which really create an atmos-

phere of a relaxing summer Sunday stroll down the fairways. You soon forget about

such cosmetics however when you get engrossed in the actual gameplay. And

what a feast. One thing it certainly isn't is easy. Obviously with the release

of PGA Euro Tour, comparisons are bound to be drawn but the two

games really are quite different. Faldo doesn't have the pick up and

playability due to it's tricky control method.

Rather than just having to click the button once for power and

once to play the shot you need to double click when the bar reaches

the 'shot zone'. If either of these clicks fall outside a hook or slice

will result. You can attempt to add more power by clicking in the

'wrist snap' zone but this further reduces the size of the shot

zone making accuracy all the more difficult.

Shots are also more varied than in PGA with bunker shots

requiring a totally different technique from normal fairway shots.

Fortunately there's a very handy training mode which allows you

to practice playing various shots over and over until you get it right.

These could be playing out of bunker and trying to hit the green or hit-

ting out of heavy rough to get back on the fairway. Nick himself is on hand

to offer advice about the best strategy. Mosdy it's left up to the player however and

this actually helps you commit certain strategies to memory.

There are the usual options of stroke/matchplay and up to four human players can

take part.

Despite the appearance of PGA, Faldo can still hold it's head high. Even though it's get-

ting on a wee bit now it hardly shows and if you prepared to persevere with the con-

trols it's a hell of simulation.

ACG Rated 90%

Bump n' Burn was one of Grandslams biggest ever hits on the

CD32, rating a hot 94% in issue 4 of CD32 Gamer, This race-em-

up extravaganza was one definitely not to miss, but if you did just

that, then you're about to get a second chance.

As part of Grandslam's Gamer Gold collection. Bump 'n Burn is about

to be re-released and it looks just as good second time around as it did

the first.

AMIGA CD32 GAMER 4[ ISSUE 1 2 MAY 1995
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E JET STRIKE

This is a real throwback to the golden age of computer games. The days when full price

games sold for under eight quid and you could grab a cheap n' cheerful blast for £1.99.

Aah, great days. That was back when you didn't need a huge license to sell a truckload

and a kid with a basic grasp of machine code could write a game in his bedroom and see

it published.

The scrolling is jerky and the shoot-'em-up action simplistic at best. So what is the

appeal of Jetstrike. It's hard to put your finger on. The game is comprised of a series of

missions in which your objective could be to knock out a ground installation, destroy an

aerial threat or rescue a stranded ally. There's an unprecedented number of kites on

offer from World War I biplanes to Spitfires to ultra modern jets like the SR7I

Blackbird. Add to that a range of helicopters and even hang-gliders and you've got com-

plete guide to aviation down the years. Certain aircraft are better suited to certain mis-

sions and more points can be gained from using less powerful machi

There's a strong element of humour in there as well. For example when you hit the

ground at mach two you get a little piccy of the the crater with an arrow to the centre

and the tongue-in-cheek message 'you are hi

This really is the essence of what gaming used to be about before it became a multi-

million pound business. It's playability, pure and simple. But once you get started it's just

so hard to stop.

ACG Rated 94%

AMIGA CD32 GAMER 4| ISSUE 1 2 MAY 1995
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"At under 30 smackers

you're not likely to find

such a concentration of

quality at such an afford-

able price anywhere"

Ah, what a beautiful picture and not a tourist in sight! This definitely

n't be a Torquay course. Still, th; ' ' ' '
••-'-- '- -^^- -

oi.d that river in the background, y^^, . ,,. ^».^. ,^ -wv. ..^.^„ .^.

iHiHpBliat more is there to say? Three games,

t^v^W^ three Gamer Golds. At under 30 smackers

^ * "^ you're not likely to And such a concentration

^k^^^fot quality at such an affordable price any-^^^^^ where. The message Is simple. If you don't

own all three of these titles already, then this compilation

gives you no further excuse not to. They are all among the

cream that the CD3Z has to otter, so go on - toddle off to the

local software emporium and demand your copy, now!

OVERALL
RATING
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Subscription Form
Yes! I want to save 25% on newsstand prices... that's why I'm

taking out a subscription to Britain's only CD32-specific

magazine. Please send me the following:

OPTION 1 r SIX-ISSUE SUBSCRIPTION TO AMIGA CUSZ GAMER O
Please indicate whether the subscription is for the UK,
Europe or elsewhere in the World.

UK £28 Europe £34 World £44

OTake out a subscription for six months to save just under
25% on newsstand prices.

OPTION 2 r 12-ISSUE SUBSCRIPnON TO AMIGA CD32 GAMER S
Please indicate whether the subscription is for the UK,
Europe or elsewhere in the World.

UK £56 Europe £58 Q World £78

©Take out a subscription for twelve months to save just

under 25% on news-stand prices. Monthly retail price of

Amiga CD32 Gamer is £5.99.

• Save £1 an issue!

• Get your mag first!

• Free Newsletter with all the latest news!

YOUR DETAILS
I would like the subscription to start from issue number

If you are either taking out a subscription for yourself or

giving a subscription to Amiga CD32 Gamer as a gift, please

fill in your details below:

Name Signature..

Address

Still trie
Future

OP console
entertainment
THE BEST GUIDE TO CD32 SOFTWARE IN THE WORLl|

I

I U-s, Alien Breed 2 hmaKiveiy
' "32 with.

u levels and on unbelievable i

Postcode Phone number

Method of payment please indicate your choice

a CHEQUE / POSTAL ORDER
Please make payable to Paragon Publishing Ltd

a CREDIT CARD Expiry date /

Card
number_ _/_ _/_ _/_

If you are giving a subscription to Amiga CD32 Gamer as a
gift to someone, please fill in the lucky recipient's details

below:

Name Signature

Address

Postcode Phone number..

Please return this coupon or a photocopy of it (together with
your cheque / PO if applicable made payable to Paragon
Publishing Ltd) in an envelope to the following address:
AMIGA CD32 SUBS, Paragon Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST
(BH 1255), BOURNEMOUTH, BH1 1 BR. It won't cost you a
penny in stamps if posted in the UK. Alternatively, call our

credit card hotline on 0202 780578 or fax us with your
details on 0202 299955.

. kW ™ih playobliy Pi'J

UIDES! ROAD KILL REVIE

Still tne oniu
magazine to
suoscrioe to

Amiga CD32 Gamer

from Paragon Publishing

Dedicated to your machine



a limited amount of special editions available

for this

INSIDE: COMPLETE PLAY GUIDE TO THIS HUGE PLATFORMER
today!

ORDER FORM
I WOULD LIKE TO ORDER:

Method Of payment [please circle)

Cheque • Postal Order •

Credid cord No
/ L

TELEPHONE

SIGNATURE.

Copies of Amiga CD32
Gamer Special 2 at £5.99

(inc. P&P) each

Total amount enclosed

(Please allow up to 28 days for delivery).

Expiry Dote

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE .

SEND THIS FORM TO:

AMIGA CD32 GAMER SPECIAL 2

PARAGON PUBLISHING

FREEP0ST(BH1255)BH1 IBR

Or telephone our Mail Order Hotline on

©01202 780578

or fax your order on ® I 202 299955

Please make all cheques payable in pounds

Sterling to Paragon Publishing Limited



The Island of Discovery Mon PD

9 Lon y Wylan, Llanfairpwll,

Ynys Mon, North Wales. LL6I 5JU

Tel No: 01248 714 591

CD32 GAMES
Theme Park £29.99

Aiira £29.99

All Terrain Racing £24.99

King Pin £1.1.99

Beneath a Steel Sky £26.99

Cannon Fodder £26.99

Skeleton Krew £29.99

Death Mask £26.99

Dragonstone £26.99

Tower Assault (Alien Breed 2) £26.99

Subwar2050 £26.99

Sensible Soccer £19.99

CD32 UTILITIES

Amine! 5 £14.99 Fresh Fish S £22.99

All prices include Postage & Packing

Send 2 1st Class Stamps for a complete listing of our CD.32 Titles

TT ;!¥ Ct ^i^cw^a-titi^TE.
103 Skipton Road, Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG1 4LJ

Tel! 01423 520094
SEGA SAn:R.\

GoldsUr 3D0 inc. FlfB InL

iA9S.m Sfxar. Pull Putt JoIim Ihr

FaradE, Step Dawn Tmisronner

£56 95 TVijsi™. '
'

SutWjis £53.95 Cmh 'n' Btjra

/lAlICiA CD32 Slw
Ani^CD3ZlntCrtliailZoc*£193.M PaTack

Bump & Bum £33.95 Simurai Shodown

JclStnti ni.95 Slayer

JungltStrile £2195 Slarbladt

TopGeai2 £23 95 TTk Need For Speed

Nick Paldo's Golf £27,95 Super Slmifighlei II Turtx)

tzzm

Fax: 01423 S03070

UBS.M The Need For Spied

Theme Pait

£380,00 KtahrSoecer

£37.9! UK PSi; ai>d TV' Cooi

£3095

£32 95 Sonj Conlmlkr
£3B.95

£32.95 Super Pjrodius

01.95 Cyh^:rS[^^d

£34.95 Clime Ciaclm
£39.95 Raidcn Pitjieci

£25.00 Cannon Fodder

PC CD-ROM

£42.9S

£49.95

£32 9.5

£62 95

£67.95 Ptjslage £1,2(1

£62 95 Hudwaie £5.0(1

£67.95 Neil Dav Delivery £S,(KI

£62 95 Chiqi^n imd PO'i on/y mojli mabk
£62 95 a Uta Ctntmnm

^-.^''i=^--M

mmodi

ITU
.o..™.-.~^LL AVAILABLE ^j^^CD32

vS'.L";;; titles in stock
80+ CDTV TITLES COMPATIBLE WITH CD32

125+ CD32 TITLES / 50+ VIDEO CD TITLES
ALL TERRAIN RACING £25.99 KING PIN £14.99

POWERDRIVE £29.99 CLOCKWISER £24.99

LATEST SPECIAL OFFERS
GROLIER ENGYCL £49.99 INSIGHT TECHNOLOGY £29.99

DARKSEED £19.99 ELITE II FRONTIER £19.99

RISE OF THE ROBOTS £19.99 LOST VIKINGS £14.99

DENNIS £9.99 SLEEPWALKER £14.99

CANNON FODDER £19.99 RYDER CUP GOLF £14.99

HUMANS 1&2 E14.99 MARVIN MARVELLOUS £14.99

DONK SAMAURI DUCK £12.99 GUARDIAN £19.99

ZOOL2 £9.99 TOTAL CARNAGE £9.99

SUPER METHANE £14.99 KID CHAOS £14.99

THIS IS JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF THE TITLES & SPECIAL OFFERS
WE HAVE. PLEASE WRITE OR RING FOR THE LATEST LIST.

WE ALSO STOCK THE COMPLETE ALMATHERA, OPTONICA, PD SOFT
MEDIA TEAM & WEIRD SCIENCE RANGES.

CAPRI CD DISTRIBUTION
DEPT GA6, CAPRI HOUSE, 9 DEAN ST, MARLOW, BUCKS.

SL7 3AA

TEL/FAX 01 628 - 891 022 H
TRADE ENQUIRES WELCOME blL

CENTROL 50FWARE & HARDWARE!
2 ELM GROVE, EBRINGTON, NR CHIPPING CAMPDEN, GL5 6PE

TELEPHONE 1 386 593387 9AM-8PIVI MON-SUN ANSWERPHONE ON

AMIGA
OWNON FODDER 2 24 99
PREMIER MGR 3 22.99

BATTLE ISLE 2 30 99
D/OPUS V5 50 99
DOG FIGHT 32.99
UON KING (A 1 200) 26.99

OVERLORD 30 99
PINKIE 22.99
RALLY 24.99
RISE OF THE ROBOTS 37.99
SIM CITY 2000 (A 12001 30.99

MONEY CASCADE
WHEEUE

. . 3.9?

. . 3;9;

HAROVfARF & ACfFSSORlES

. 1 94 99

CD32
SX-I

KEYBOARD 29 99.i

DISK DRIVE
. 54.99^

CD32
ALL TERRAIN RACING 27.99
BUMP N' BURN 27 99
CHUCK ROCK 2 20.99
DIZZY- THE BIG SIX 1 2 49
EUTE 2 (FRONTIER) 20.99
EXILE 27.99

GUNSHIP 2000 27.99
INT SENSIBLE SOCCER 24.99
JETSTRIKE 27.99
PHOTOCDLITE 19.99

SENSIBLE SOCCER 92/93 24.99

TROLLS 27,99

Fl LICENCEWARE

CAFTIAN CARNAGE 3.99

JUNIOR ARTIST 3.99

FORTRESS 3.99

POWER BASE V3.30 3.99

FORMUIA 1 CHALIANGE V2 , , . 3.99

WE DO MOST SOFTWARE & HARDWARE
FOR-

AMIGAS, CD32, SEGA SNES. AMC, PC IBM,

CD ROM, ATARI, CDI, 3D0.

WE DO MOST PRINTERS S RIBBINS & MONIS
TORS & All OTHER ACCESSORIES -

'i

WE STOCK A FULL m<lGl OF Fl-UCENCE-i

WARE

WE CAN Alio GET PD S SHAREWARE FOR:

AMIGA & PC

FOR A 2 DISK CTTALOGUE SEND £2.50

INC P&P

FOR PRICE UST PLEASE PHONE 1 386

593387 OR FOR A G^TALOGUE DISK

PLEASE SEND £ 1 .50 INC PSP

PLEASE MAKE CHEQUE'S & PO'S

PAYABLE TO

CENfTROL SOFTWARE S HARDWAi

ASLOW
AS

Prices Per Olak Check Brackets () ^

You will require a floppy disk

Games
G 200.Tempi. Shootemup All Amigas,
G 205.A/B, George Glaxo, (2) Plattorm.

G 203,Bratnbow. Puzzler A Stinker.

G 205.High Octane.Overtiead Racing,
G 197.A/B/C,Waflock.(3) Graph Advtr
G 166.A/B,Clash of Emires (2) War.
G 162,AirPort now you are in control

G 165.MlcroMart.V1.2,

G 156,A/B.Starbase 13. (2) Brill.

G ISB.BIaders Grove WB2+ only.

G 152,Road to Hell. A Classic.

G 265.Galaga 2.4 not A500, 75 levels.

G 254,A/B,Missiles Over Xerion.(2)

G 256,Super Mega Fruits.

G 259,CyberCorpse.
G 274.Waynes World Pong, A1200.

12T0 19 DISKS £0,75p each hlfjttioiiinkilV^wltFWniK/diinrH!

20 PLUS DISKS £0,60p each
f"'«*^fts*°'S«^2f*SI^^

All prices include PSP uk orily. To gvb-Pd -gamer- ju
43 BADGER CLOSE

_iHLi<i: ¥i*:»iv«>v*i>i MAIDNEHEAD

drive to run this software „ , .J^^IJ^i!"''!^."!!- .Make C^ues E P/0 To G.V. BrD»d Ent;

CARD GAMES
G 12. Card Stiarp VI.O.KIondyke/King

A Ibe rt/Calculation/Demon/&Castle,

G 93. Rummy, Card Game
G 157, Excellent Cards & Mancala.
G 160. Solitair Sampler. 5 All Amigas
G 161. Excellent Card Games 2,

185.40 Tfreives. Card Game,
'G 172, A/B/C. Klondike Aga Only,(3)

G 230/1/2/3, Klondike 2 Aga.(3)

"Harddrive Only"

G 22aGvb-Pd Games 13.Wb2 & 3 Only
Dual Maze & Jofins Video Poker.

G 276.A/B/C/D.KIondike 3,(4 Disks,)

Aga Only A1200&A40CO,
G 278/ 1/2/3, Klondike Deluxe 16 (3)

Not ASOO.Ok Wb2 + A600 & A500 + & Wb3.
Can be installed to Harddrive.

These OisKs Are Just A Small selection
I Stock

iiUTRAMPS PD
AMIGA PD & Shareware Library

TrMVnv rr-Tzn? f.ps.-:07

1 to 4 PD Disks 95p each
5 to 9 PD Disks 83p each
10+ PD Disks SOpeach
DSDD Disks £3.00 per TO
Fl Licenceware
5D Licenceware

C.L.R. Licenceware

Catalogue Disk Only 50p
Great deals on all the

AMITEfC range, please call

Pandoras CD
Network CD
L.S.D. Tools

L.S.D. Tools 2

Aminet 5

MultiMedia
MultiMedia 2

ProPCX Clipart

Animations CD
Sounds Terrific

CD-ROMS
£4.50 WS Clipart

£14.95 WS Fonts

£18.50 Nigel Mansell
£18.50 BubbanStix
£14.99 Seek& Destroy
£14.50 Alfred Chicken
£27.99 Mean Areans
£15.99 Deep Core
£18.50 Out to Lunch
£18.50 Insight Techo

£8.75

£8.75

£9.99
£9.99

£9.75
£9.75

£9.99
£9.99
£9.75

£27.99

DISK BOXES * LABELS * HARD-DRIVES * DISKS * JOVSTICKS * EXTERNAL DRIVES

FAST FRfENELY SERVICE FKEf POSTAGE OH PD - UCENCEWARE: ^ CD-ROMS

1 Lower Mill Close, Goldthorpe, Rotherham, South Yorkshire, S63 967
Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SADDLETRAMPS PD

PLEASE MEMTION AMIGA CD3E GAMER WHEN RESPONDING TO ANY ADVERTISEMENT
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GAMER
PLAYING TIPS

After a short-lived return last month,

you'll notice that once more the mini-

tips are conspicuous by their absence.

Why? Cos you've not been sending the

stuff in. So get to work. Anyway, we've

got loads to keep you going with Super

League Manager and The Clue tipped

and the second part of the Dragonstone

solution continuing on from last month.

We've also got a guide to the excellent

Pinball Illusions for anybody experiencing

flipper troubles. So don't delay, flip the

CD32 TIPS INDEX

^O SUPER Ba|
^!*^ LEAGUE W^M

r-

MANAGER *^^ .:.

player's guide ?^
Blaze a trail into ^
the premier

-^ Si^

ammm£^

THE CLUE tips

Fancy a heist?

Oops, wrong
game. Still, our

guide to '50s

London will set

you on the way.

DRAGON-
STONE
Solution

The conclusion

to our connplete

guide to this neat

RPG adventure.

fmnfiGEFrs; OES
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players guide
Okay, all you Alex Ferguson wannabees, here's your chance

to make It to the top and succeed In the frenetic world of

soccer Audiogenic's recent release, Super League Manager,

was the first footy management sim to come out on the

CD32, and to celebrate we've decided to give you a helping

hand, by enlightening you with a few tips.

League Manager
ILM

is a cracking game, and you can rest assured that we've given it

some extensive playing over the last month (all in the line of duty,

honest!). All this 'work' has given us an insight into the game and

some valuable experience that we're kindly passing on to you, in the

hope that you'll do slightly better than us! Just send us a S.A.E.

enclosing £S to . . . . okay, don't panic, only kidding - you'll find every-

thing you need to know on the next couple of pages.

MANAGER'S DESK

This is your office where all the wheelin' and dealin' goes on. Everything you need is

on this table; telephone, newspaper, player profiles, even a nice plant to brighten

things up and a hot cup of tea. You may think that these are there just for decora-

tion, but everything in SLM has a role to play.

This may sound crazy, but the plant is a reflection on your ability to manage. If

you can't even look after a plant, then how are you supposed to look after a football

team? So, if you want to keep the players respect and confidence, water the plant

and keep it alive. The best thing to do is water it every three or four days, any more
or less than that and it'll cer-

tainly die.

The tea on the table also

has an influence on your posi-

tion. The tea lady is easily

offended, so if you don't keep

drinking the cups of tea that

she makes for you, she'll go

around the club spreading

rumours, which will gradually

undermine your authority and

respect.

.....JESSS

^^R-'-' : '.^i-^ ^?~<lt4
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^sm
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PUBLISHER: Audiogenic ; PRICE: £ TBA
DEVELOPER: In-house : OUT: TBA

PLAYERS
Football players seem to be some of the most temperamental people in the world,

and in SIM they're no different. Your players can easily be upset if they don't think

you're paying them enough, or not playing them and so on. Some might even go to

the extent of not turning up for training. There's two ways of dealing with this sort of

problem; either you can give in to the buggers, or get rid of them. If you stamp your

authority early on and make it clear that you can't be messed with, you shouldn't get

too much trouble. If you let them walk all over you, then things will just go from bad

to worse.

Saying this, it's not always the right idea to toe the hard line. Your players are

your tool and instrument to success, so if they don't like you then you'll not get any-

where. The best thing is to try and be hard, but fair. If, say, a player is doing well, but

is on a really low wage, it's fair enough to give him a pay rise.

LOOK, Z r? -5'0^.=;y Z^'t^'^- IH, I TH'I.-y-K

I-M WOP.TH- P'lOR- T*^7^r{ I'f-'^ E=Zri*&

IT'S tA&OUT rZWE X H^Zi r4 Pr^y
PZ3£.
sy£.
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TRAINING
Training is one of the most important aspects of SLM that has to be perfected. A
player's training has a big effect on how he performs; get it wrong and he'll be

abysmal, get it right and he'll be a star.

When you select to train a player, look at the different types of skills that can be

practised. Some skills are more important to certain positions, like a striker should

practice shooting, sprinting and crosses, whilst a midfielder, marking, ball control,

endurance and so on.

The first thing you should do is make sure each player is getting the right sort of

training. Also, vary the training from week to week, if they do the same thing over

and over again, they'll become frustrated and not perform as well as poss.

When you pick your team at the end of each week you can see how your training

has affected the players. The trainer will give his verdict on a players performance,

enthusiasm and fitness. A tick shows the player has improved that week, a circle

means that the training has had no effect and a cross means it's had a negative effect.

Too many crosses and it's time t re-think the training schedule.

FORMATIONS
The best formation to choose is always one that highlights the best attributes of your

side. If you're good in attack 4-3-3, or 4-2-4 is probably best, if you're good in

defence then 4-4-2, or 5-3-2 is what you want. This will allow you to play to your

strengths and give you the best chance of winning

•SET FJlRfifllLOR

?-0=:HfcriCK ONE

SCOUTING
To get to the top, or anywhere near it, you'll have to be successful on the transfer

market. When you decide you need a player, have a look in the paper for players get-

ting high ratings (out of ten) each match. Then find out which are in your price range

and get your scout to watch them. He'll get back to you and let you know his opin-

ions. Take note of what he has to say. for it's all valuable information, such as

whether he's happy at his club, playing to the full of his potential, how long he's been

contracted and so on.

PLAYING/WATCHING
A GAME

If your side are chosen as the team to be featured on match of the day you can either

watch the match, or play it yourself. Playing the game can be good fun, but it's not

easy. If you're desperately after points, it might be better to let the computer play.

Whatever you decide, being on match of the day is a perfect time to watch your play-

ers and see how they're performing.
,

X 1 f^OLKFORD\ DftRLifNGHMI

TALKING
TO THE PRESS

Occasionally, when you sign a player, or put a player up for sale and so on, the press

will get in touch with you to ask what's going on. This may seem like a small thing, but

it can have dramatic effects on the team, as some of your team's players react angrily

to you talking to the press. !f you're trying to sell a player, then it might be a good

idea to have it in the press so that managers can see, but do be careful of a backlash

from the players.

GAZETTE^»

RESULTS BUD LEHBUE TBBLES

PLAYER'S RATINGS
After a game each player is given a rating out of ten. This gives you a rough idea of

how they played. It's advisable to keep a list of these ratings so you can see the over-

all performance of your players. This will also allow you to see who's gradually

improving and who's getting worse. Make a note of their positions as well, then you

can figure out which position they play best at.
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players guide
The crown jewels. I bet there's not a man in ^^^^^^
the land who wouldn't like to get his hands ^^
on 'em. You'd be sorted for life. Well, as long ^ A f
as you could get past the cameras, security I ^~
guards, lights, alarms, locked doors and then | ^^
break open the safe!

Doesn't sound such a good idea now, eh,

does it? Luckily, we put our main man, the legendary Games Guru, on
to the job and what do ya know? Not only are the crown jewels sitting

proudly on the office mantlepiece, there's a comprehensive guide, so

you can go out and get some for yourself!

he Clue

L

tliis ;

HH
,.#»•??'*'

^;
""

J
,

Bff ^^^1"
L

ty SHI HUM «:«;lira

^ alk CO Holland street. There are three ways to get a room at the

Ugly Dog Hotel.

I Walk In and say you have a room booked under the name

Mark Goldberg.

2 Go to the police station and offer information against the thief (you will be lent

£10 by the officer).

3 Go to the police station and say happy birthday. Now go to Car + Vans and say Sir

Henry is a relative of yours (the old guy will give you £20).

PUBLISHER: Neo . PRICE: £TBA
I DEVELOPER: In House OUT: Now

Once in the hotel room you will phone your mother, and get a message to meet

Briggs in the Fat Mans pub in 15 minutes, so you had better get down there quick.

There are two ways to start your life of crime,

I Say no to Briggs and get drunk - You will wake up in a monastery and you can steal

the Abbot's ring

1 Say yes and plan the kiosk robbery.

I found Justine White to be the best accomplice for the early crimes, due to the fact

that she can drive and she's cheap. To raid the Kiosk, all you have to do is buy a

jemmy and use this to get into the kiosk, then on the case for valuables at the end of

the room, then take the cigarette's and cash then you can break into the cash box for

an extra £190. Next stop is the Pink Villa (Est 1748). If you investigate the place at

the right time, you will even see the inspector himself enter this place of disrepute.

OLD CURIOSITY SHOP
There are only three things worth stealing — two paintings and cash from a desk

upstairs. The paintings are in the room on the left and the cash is in the desk

upstairs. It's normally best to take everything, just to be on the safe side!
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Now it's time to rob tlie oid peoples home (just watch out for Karate Grandad).

Steal everything that you can. It can be difficult to get anything out of this place so

make sure you get the stocking with £700 in it first!

AUNT EMMA'S SHOP
Use the jemmy on everything again. It's worth stealing food as well as anything else

you can lay you're hands on. I couldn't find any way to steal the mirrors unfortunate-

ly. Don't worry about being arrested; you will be released unharmed.

KARL MARX'S TOMB
For t^is coup you will need an accomplice who can fight as well as drive. I recom-

mend Lucas Grull. He can be found in one of the two pubs. You will also need some

chloroform and possibly a new car. Use lucas to take out the guard then raid the

tomb at the top right of the cemetery.

CHISWICK HOUSE

wiP'
1I

y

...J iiU
IV.u

Hotk Talk

[ras » tke yeltn

You will have to buy in an electric kit and battery for this job. Break into the place

then head straight for the bedroom. Open the alarm and disable it with the alarm kit.

Then steal everything as quietly as possible. If you do get arrested now then enter

the following code and you will be given plenty of cash and tools - 56987S. Now you

can redo some of the earlier burglaries to build yet more cash, buy a few more tools

(every tool on sale) and 3 more cars including the Cadillac,

THE JEWELLERS
This is another case of disable the alarms then just smash and grab (I wonder if that

watch is a Rolex). Go for the display cases first, use your accomplices to carry stuff

you cannot manage or just to speed things up. After this job you will be invited to

dinner by Sabien

trittr:(wSM
EsMH rwricl city

Mlrttjcsjte^

iKkslSt

Orgmiznt iL..

uildiim Oelony vehicle Thinking Stnr-l burgls^
»cco«plices Oriver Droiing up o plan For little boys

g»ici i n Hvm yji H im :L»iin3

This old place has plenty of curiosities to lib-

erate. Make sure you don't go through

alarmed doors until the alarm is disabled.

The primary targets are the guards. Get

them out of the way as quickly as possible.

Then use the check clock cards on the check

clock(top left). The best things to go for are
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the historic art work and paintings. Another of these museum type places with plenty

of antiques to steal and the odd painting as well. Get two accomplices who can fight

for this coup as you will need to take out all the guards before they can raise the

alarm. You can make plenty of noise around this place so use things that get the job

done fast not quietly. You will probably need three accomplices to help you carry all

the loot (those statues weigh a ton).

VICTORIA & ALBERT

^d
^^^m.

^Jg~^ni

HHHklfcm
^^m^^^^^^tolice, i4f ice ZZ.8Z.11E3 ^|

This place is loaded but you will have to get into the habit of using expert timing to

avoid discovery or capture. It could be useful to use a Streamliner car for these raids

as you may need to make a quick getaway. Take out all guards and alarms systems

first then go around and make sure you pick the most valuable stuff to steal.

BRITISH MUSEUM
This place is big (note the aeroplanes inside)

so use three accomplices who can fight and

disable alarms yourself. Use the Cadillac for

this (you will probably need it). If you close

the main door behind you you stand less

chance of being caught You cannot steal the

aeroplanes to make your getaway in but you

can look at them from the outside. DO NOT
use Marc Smith as an accomplice he runs to

the police and informs on you.

1
^i '
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Sir. I've found Q trace! Someone has wilket)

NATIONAL GALLERY
Take out the guards within 3 minutes then the alarms.There are loads of really valu-

able paintings so take your pick. Check out which are the most valuable and take

these.

BANK OF ENGLAND
This place has some seriously high tech systems so make sure you have someone

who knows about safes. Steal all the gold and cash you and your three accomplices

can lay your hands on and use the fastest car you can afford. Watch out for the

guards but you should be able to work around them.

i %
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THE VILLA
This place is a Mafia safe

house but you have to

go in and grab a suitcase

from a safe. There are a

few guards around and

plenty of alarms to dis-

able. Once you have the

suitcase get out of

there quick (the mafia
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aren't the sort of people you want to get caught by). After completing this robbery

you will have to run to Cars + Vans then to the station.

TOWER OF LONDON
Whilst in Southampton take a few walks and go fishing And even sleep, eventually

Briggs turns up to rescue you from your boredom. For this coup I spent three hours

working out an elaborate plan which came to nothing. All you have to do is turn up

get back into the car and go. The mafia will catch up with you outside and you will be

taken back to their HQ they will tell you to break into a barracks. After this it's on to

the Tower of London, but hell, you can't expect us to do everything for you. You'll be

wanting us to wipe your noses next!

The Fuham kiosk is your first joint to do over. Tliis sliouldn't give you

any trouble and is a perfect way to get familiarised with what's going on

and how to do things.

O 1 «.glll01 2 3
mi 1W SigaIMm > lh|a Drin Mim (D...0891 445 787
n!taMg««i/8aMlwirMdil«aMriUH....0891 445 771

NEWI1W Smn Soot • ONflb, Now, Hoi llpi ......0891 445 933
liWIAiMiai^|lli*WillwM>"0891 445991
NlWIIko Sopor NlmidotaNiUM........—0891 445 913
HiWHWiiyiO<oMawFo«yn(D3a.......0891 445 786

««„.rt..k PROBLEM S-J-^lS'VTi'iK}*
wiH.'%"j!:'::UtBusTERsO!891 445977
SONIC & KNUCKUS. .... ..0891 448 946
EAnHWORM JIM..... ...... 0891 445 985
UON nm 0891 445 951
SONIC 1,2 & 3................................0891 445 941
MOSUL KOMBM 1 k 2 ............0891 445 987
SREEinOiniR 2: (lMd1llMo41^0^^.0891 445 940
DOOM 0891 445 926
JUNOU/DESin/URBAN SnUH 0891 445 953
NlfWIIOIIIUnONONilUOIinVI»GU1...0891 445 939
GUIDING LIGHT COMPUTER SERVICES LTD,P.O. BOX 17, ASHTON UNDER LYNE, 017 OWW
If you are under 18 please ask permission to coll. Maximum call charge at peak

rate £3.00. Calls cost 39p per min cheap rate, 49p per min at all other times.
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players guide

I don't know! We ^^^^^
get you so far in A _

a game and still I 1
you want more. M I

Honestly, I don't ^^^^^ |

know why we do
it, but we do.

Here's the con-

clusion to our complete
Drofonstone solution so there's no
excuse for further failure. Tsk!

DragonStone
Part 2 The Dragon

Temples

V PUBLISHER : Core ;. PRICE : £ TEA
DEVELOPER ; In-house i: OUT : Now

THE
DRAGON TEMPLES

TEMPLE
OF THE EARTH

n this level, the main aim is to look out for buttons and weak pan-

els in the walls. The strange red symbols on the floor mark places

where you must use your scroll to create pathways. Make sure

that you press all the buttons in one area before you move on to

the next area (don't go through the gap created by the moving

,..._., _ .__ door until you are sure you that you have done everything possi-

ble). If you suddenly run into a gun that fires four shots at once, then you know you

have done something wrong!

THE EARTH DRAGON
odge the fireballs, then as soon as they stop, line yourself up with

the head and release a fire bolt When the two rock monsters

appear run around and don't let them touch you. Once these

creatures disappear, the dragon will start to fire again, so now you

just repeat the

process until

the dragon dies. You should be

able to kill this dragon without

being hit once. When the dragon

dies you must pick up the stone

and "feel the force flowing

through you". Then you can walk

through the door at the top of

the room.
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THE WATER TEMPLE

Phis place is tricky; you have to keep on using your scroll and your

brains to get anywhere, and you still have to look out for the but-

tons. When monsters come at you in enclosed spaces it is not a

good idea to run, so stand and fight like a man! These monsters

are similar to the sand monsters of the impossible mountain. You

have to collect the four crystal triangles again to get through gate

at the end of this water-logged level.

THE WATER DRAGON
his brother won't even tell you more about the past; he just

wants you dead {not really surprising - after all you are trying to

end his reign over this decrepit world anyway!). You follow the

same pattern to destroy this dragon as you did for the last.

THE FIRE TEMPLE
his place has no baddies, but has plenty of those firing towers, so

you have to learn their firing pauerns and work out a way of get-

ting through it all alive (just trusting to luck and sprinting through a

passage is likely to have fatal consequences). Collect all four of the

red crystal balls and put them in the four talons, and you will meet

the last dragon.

THE FIRE DRAGON
his guy really does enjoy boasting about how he is so much

stronger than the other dragons, but you can still use the same

old strategy on him. This guy drops yet another of these strange

stones, so how about picking it up?

-*''^!P^^^^_______________^^|^PHH
M0t ^^IPpiBjj^^LT

T^f^^^SteiPw' -^ '^ .,^£^^^9^^^^

^v\^H|

^^^BF selecif item to use. "^H

^H^SiS * '"j^^^^^
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We consider ourselves something of pinball masters here at CD32 Gamer. After

^ffi<iaji>r^mjiiffiftiii;tfii>iuijiiifliiiiM^

ing and screaming, off 2 1 st Century's classic Pinball Illusions, we decided it's time
to do our Obi-one-kenobi type of thingy once more and pass on to you ajl that
our wasted hours in the pub has taught us.

wh
Illusions

LAW *N JUSTICE

a his one is wicked.

That's not the kinda

cool wicked, but

the nasty type, as all

the features are

rather tricky to hit. The most

important thing you have to master

on this one is use your top flipper.

It s easy to forget it's there, or

even just not use it, but you'll have

to if you want to hit those lovely

|ickpots.

One of the best things to ainn

for points wise, is the ramp the

ball comes down when you kick

off The first time you get the bali

up there you get 5 million and then

each time after 5 more.

Another thing to try is to get as

many combos as possible. Each one

of these is worth I mil to your

score when you lose the ball. So go

for 'em, they're not too hard.

Other things to keep your eye

open for is sparky's fire, worth a

cool 50 mil, the street shoot out

and the jail break.

This table has lots to aim for

and plenty of points begging to be

taken, so realistically a good score

has to be between 100 and 200 mil.

Any less and you're a woofter, any

more and, welt, we'll just call you

God.

BABEWATCH
Hnythlng with a name like this is bound to be a favourite of ours and

this table is no different. It's different from Law 'n Justice in that

everything to aim for is at the top of the table. There's very little at

the bottom to hit. You'd have thought this would make things easier,

but it doesn't. The chutes are hard to hit and if you do, watch out as

they're aimed so that the ball comes flying down the middle of the table and past

your flippers before you know it. You'll have to learn to use your tilt on this one. Just

a couple of tilts either way will usually help, but be careful, too many and it's game

oveF.

For the big points on this table aim for the race chute and the jukebox.

Alternatively you can go for the Casino, or gym and there's points for the grabs

there as well. If you did hit the Gym and it says 'show some muscle', hit the jackpot,

or casino chute and you'll have 30 mil. Not bad, eh?

At first this table looks a bit bare, but there's more to It than meets the eye.

There's plenty to aim for and lots of points to be had, just keep whacking the ball up

and you'll soon find out where everything is.

EXTREME
axtreme is probably, at

first glance, the most

uninspiring table. But

we all know about

appearances being

deceptive and this is certainly one of

those cases. It may look simple and

straight forward, but it'll require

some nifty skill and a lot of luck.

The things to really go for on this

table are all the combos. Air-moun-

tain-tunnel combos are all worth a

fair few points and are easy enough

to do. Getting extreme, by hitting the

button in the bottom right hand of

the table, is also quite easy and with a

jackpot of over 60 mil up for grabs,

it's worth trying to get.

Other features include bungee

jumping, which is worth 5 mil first

time and accumulates an extra 5 each

time after, free falling, or diving,

which can be worth in excess of 50

mil and speed. Bungee jumping and

diving can be activated by hitting the

left hand chute, whilst speed is a bit

harder as you have to hit the right

hand chute four times.

Extreme sports lives up to its

name and is quite an extreme table,

but as with the others perseverance

pays and you'll soon be reaping the

rewards with some score in the hun-

dreds of million.
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Ah, a new picture of my chiselled good looks makes
it's way onto the letters page, and by thunder it's

just as bad as the last one! It seems I've gone from
being a sorry rock star wannabe with the most
appaling stab at a goatee beard, to someone who
wouldn't get served in the pub without three differ-

ent forms of identification. Oh well, I suppose I

could put it down to my child-like good humour
and boyish charm.

•- Anyway, that aside it's time to delve once more
|pnto the ever bulging mail-sack to see what you lot

have got to say for yourselves. Hopefully this

month's CD-ROM feature will cure the ills that I, in

all my incompetence, have consistently failed to do
in previous issues. Right, David Garden, you're on...

Iirstly,
thanks for producing a dedi-

cated CD32 mag. Secondly, please

could you rate my current games

collection. I have the games that

come with my machine {Oscar,

Diggers, Dangerous Streets and Wmg Commander)

and UFO, Litil Divil, jungle Strike, jetstrike.

Liberation, Frontier and all of your Cover Disks

(except numbers 2 and 3).

Thirdly, could you please clear up this little

problem that I have. Is it possible to connect my

A600 to my CD32 and use my A600 disk drive

and keyboard? If 1 can, could you please tell me

what the hell I have to use. All my friends keep

saying that I need to buy an SX- 1 expansion unit,

but what's the point when I've already got a per-

fectly good keyboard and disk drive already?

Also, in issue 9, at the back of the mag, it

showed the cover of issue 1 0, but you forgot to

tell us readers when it was going to be available.

David Garden

Yep, you've got some pretty solid titles in

there. Mind you Dangerous Streets is a bit

dire. A donkey of the highest degree and

certainly not a gift you'd give to a valued

friend. Still, best not dwell on it. Mind you

no CD32 collection can be complete with-

out Cannon Fodder, Sensible Soccer, PGA

European Tour and Gunship 2000.

As for your technical point, as far as I

know it's not possible to connect up an

A600, but you might be well advised to a

have skim through our feature on CD-

ROM peripherals on page 24 of this very

issue.

Now then, a good rule of thumb for

working out when the next mag will be

out is to add on four weeks from when you

got the last one. Good eh?

have just lately become the proud

owner of an Amiga CD32 and after

seeing your mag {issue 9) for the

first time, I was wondering if you

could 'shed some light' as follows;

1 I used to own an Amiga 1200 and sold it

{due to lack of use), however I did play the bril-

liant Settlers. So, pray tell me is this superb game

going to be available on the CD32 and. if so,

when?

2 Is FIFA International Soccer '95 (or '94) going

to be available on the CD32, and, if so, when?

3 Is the old coin-op Phoenix, or the old C 1

6

shoot-em-up Xargon Wars available on

Shareware, Public Domain, or anything else?

4 The only games I have are the 'critical zone'

bundle, what, in your opinion, would be the best

sports sim to go for?

Thanks - John, Troon

It's good to see another discerning punter

joining the cause. Right then, on with the

questions.

1 Not as far as we know. Mind you you

might want to check out Baldy if youVe

after a God game. We hope to have a full

review pretty soon. On the compilation

front, well, you can't go far wrong with the

Gamer Gold collection reviewed this ish.

2 No. It's not that much cop anyway to

be honest with you. Anyway, for my
money Amiga Sensible Soccer is far and

away the best footy game on any system.

3 Just about all the classic arcade

machines have been replicated in the PD
world. Try giving 1 7-Bit Software a ring on

(01924)366 982.

4 PGA Euro Tour or Sensible Soccer

depending on whether you prefer golf or

football. Come to think of it Speedball 2,

which we've reviewed this issue, is pretty

saucy n' all if you want a bit of violence

thrown in.

am writing to enquire about where I

could order a copy of these games

— The Clue, Rally Championship.

Legend and VV/i/zz?

James Whittam
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Blimey. There's nothing like being

straight to the point, eh Jimbol Capri CD
Distribution offer a comprehensive CD32
service and can be reached on (01628)

89! 022.

Iirstly,
thanks for putting my letter

in last months issue - bit of a

shock that!

The reason I'm writing is in

request of Mike Antoniou, who is having prob-

lems with Zool 2.2. What you have to do is get

the final keyboard and jump on the keys, start-

ing left 2-4-6-7 without landing on any of the

others (or you will have to try again) and a

large flying note will descend; jump on it and

you will fly up to the exit. By the way, shortly

before that, when floating up between the

spikey platforms on the notes stand, on the

ledge furthest right, jump right. There are a

number of platforms that you can't normally

see. Here you'll find three extra lives and a

bonus.

Level 2.4 is deceiving as well; if you follow the

direction arrow, you'll end up bottom right

hand corner around a lot of amps. Go left the

whole length of the game, then down again,

then right (totally ignore the arrow) then you

will find the end of level flying guitar. Stay in the

left hand corner and aim at its head, while

avoiding the apples. The rest is easy!

S. Spong

P.S I think you have underrated it at 60 %
P.P.S Sorry, no spare cash!

If you're listening, Mike Antoniou, I hope

that sorts you out. Any other readers

with problems others might be able to

help them with, feel free to drop us a

line.

Hirst of all, thanks for a great CD32

magazine. Now, to the real point

of my letter.

I Is there any sign of FIFA coming

onto the CD32?

2 Is Dork Seed out yet for the CD32, as I can't

seem to get it anywhere?

3 Are there any cheats for Tower Assauk, as I

am well and truly stuck in the main Tower level

three?

4 Will you be getting any more demos of

World Cup Golfand will it be put on the

cbverdisk?

Last, but not least, are there any more spe-

cials coming soon, as the last one was excel-

lent?

Gary Russell

1 Not at the moment
2 Yes. Try Capri Distribution. Their

number is in the reply to an earlier let-

ter.

3 I personally don't know of any, but

have a look at the passwords in last

month's mini-tips section. Failing that, if

any readers have come up with a cheat,

do write in and let us know.

4 Ifwe can get *em they'll be on there,

but there's nothing available at the

moment.

I'm sure we will do more special issues

in the future, but there are no definites

lined up at the moment.

I

recently bought an SX-I, plus disk

drive and keyboard. I borrowed

some of my brothers games on

floppy disk and found to my hor-

ror that they wouldn't load in. I was wondering

if any other readers have had the same prob-

lem? If so, then I would appreciate any help to

solve this tricky milestone.

Many congratulations on producing a bril-

liant mag; the demos, PD and Shareware have

all been excellent.

Do you know if Gremlin are bringing out

Harlequin for the CD32, of if Turrican I, 2 or 3

are going to be made available?

I sincerely hope you can help me with these

problems.

Gary Sowerby

Take a look at the 'A Time To Buy' fea-

ture this issue concerning the SX- 1
—

that might throw a bit of light on the

subject.

Glad you like the demos and stuff, and

of course there's whole load of new ones

this month as well. Sometimes I don't

know how we do it!

As for Harlequin and Turrican, the

answer's no and no I'm afraid.

HHi There! First, I am from Poland,

so forgive me my English, OK? I

know Poland is very exotic coun-

try for you, but it's a country

where there are many users and fans of Amiga

Computers. I've got only one question, which

is - why no CDXL movies on a cover CD?

I think it will be very nice change! Oh ... one

more - what is the best way to link CD32 with

my A 1 200? Please answer.

Piotr Kalinowski

Warsaw, Poland

P.S You're the best CD32's magazine ever!

I think this is the first time we've

received a letter from Poland. I didn't

realise the Amiga had such a thriving

market over there. I'll look into the

CDXL thing, and see if I can dig up some
animations in time for next issue as

you're right, it would make a change.

Finally, I think this month's CD-ROM fea-

ture would be a good place to go.

I

am just writing to you to ask if it's

true that Rumbelows were selling

the CD32 for just £80. If this is

true, then I am well pi**ed off as

mine cost over £300 (including interest) and

I'm still trying to pay it off! We don't have a

Rumbelows on the Isle of Man, but if we did I

could have got four for the price of my one

(not that I need four). A good point is that

hopefully more people will now own a CD32
due to this price, but I would still like to know

why it was this price? Mind you, look at the Jag;

you can pick that up now for £99.99. I hate it

when we buy a good machine that costs a

bomb, only to find it a year later costing next

to nothing. I don't think I'll bother with these

Super Consoles, as after a year they'll be worth

nothing, due to better ones, but let's wait and

see shall we?

I'll just stick to my CD32 and spend the next

two years paying it off.

Oh! Did you get my codes for Roadkill, Alien

Breed 2 and Tower Assault ( I hope so). Anyway

I have one more for you. It's for Myth.

Put on your CD and hold down Top left«.

Top right», Blue and !eft<, the screen will go

red and then the game will load as normal -

you now have unlimited lives, enjoy!

Great mag, by the way!

Thanking you!

Andrew Kelly

Well, we weren't aware of Rumbelows

doing such a thing, but then, look at

Rumbelows now - or rather, don't, since

they aren't there any more. If they were

shifting the gear, it was probably due to

needing to get rid of old stock. Still,

more CD32 users can't be such a bad

thing eh?

Thanks for the codes and tips - keep

them coming!

Iirst

of all- and not becoming any

kind of trend at all- thanks for the

great mag. Unfortunately, there

are some downers, such as the

£5.99 price tag. Considering there are less than

100 pages it does seem a bit much, especially

since issue I was only £3.99.

Anyway, onto what I actually wrote this tet-

ter abouL This letter is to show the non-

believers that the CD32 still has some butt-

kicking power left in it. For instance, all the

super games we've heard so much about (lost
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Eden, Mega Race, World Cup Golf, etc) are finally

due for release in the near future (and hopefully

will be less of a disappointment than Rise of&ie

Robots) and are likely to show the Mega CD and

3DO owners that the best games on there

machines are out on our machines! Also, there

are some games that aren't coming out on there

sad, sad machines, but will soon be with us on

the CD32 - Alien Breed 3D, Evasive Action, and

Frontier UiFirst Encounters, to name but three and

will prove that the CD-based Amiga is still the

best CD machine available.

I also have some queries, points and requests

for you:-

1 Put the price back to £4.99, as £5.99 is too

high!

2 Try to increase the size of the mag. Extra

photos, special features, anything that will fill a

bit of space.

3 I have heard rumours of a game called 3D

Off-Road (not to be confused with ATR) coming

from Team 1 7. Any news on it And will it be

coming out on the CD32?

4 Please do not stick those terrible old demos

on the coverdisk again!

5 Any chance of a poster in the mag? I don't

have any CD32-related posters and it would

look great (maybe Lost Eden, or something!)

6 Lastly, a huge thanks to Mindscape, Team

17, Renegade, Virgin, Ocean, Microprose and of

course you, for supporting the CD32 through

the early stages, for, without big-name compa-

nies developing for it, it would surely have faded

away into nonexistence (where it would have

met Atari).

Yours Faithfully

David Bowers, Halifax

Oh, ouch. Best get on and answer your

questions.

1 Unfortunately, the price point is set to

reflect costs and sales - since we're never

going to sell bucketloads of magazines, we
have to set this price point to allow the

magazine to continue.

2 Again, it's a fine balance between

costs and circulation. See what we can do

though, although no promises.

3 None whatsoever I'm afraid.

4 The jury's out on that one. Some peo-

ple say 'More', others use another four let-

ter word.

5 We'll look into that, although I think

most people would like us to use the space

for details on new games, developments or

tips.

6 Couldn't agree more. Even now, the

games coming out on the CD32 are, in the

main, of a good quality. It takes innovation

and decent goods to keep a machine alive,

and, right now, we're getting that.

traded my Amiga 500, with I meg

external drive, stereo monitor

I^H El:: 10845 and 50 original games for a

^LJP CD32. At first I didn't like the quali-

ty of the games, but salesmen told

me they'll be better. I believed them {Microcosm

was boring, but had potential because it was

impressive) I will now point you out my main

frustrations.

1 I see no difference (gameswise) between my

old A500 and the CD32. The only thing the

CD32 offers is slightly better GFX, a few more

SFX and extra tunes and a badly animated intro

(exception to Tower Assault and Super Stardust)

2 Why do you keep giving 90% and more on

games that would run on an 8-bit systems {jet

Strike, Bump 'n Burn and Road Kill}?

3 Being the only CD32 magazine, why don't

you put pressure on authors and publishers to

do more CD-only stuff? Because the only thing

you're doing now is congratulating them. If you

continue with those high ratings the companies

will never change.

4 Why does the SNES make better games

than the CD32 (DK Country. MKII, SFII, FIFA

Soccer, etc)?

5 Why does Commodore let ICE prevent the

machine from gaining a good reputation (i.e Total

Carnage, Akira, etc)?

Thank you for your time, sorry if I'm a bit

critical.

Yours truly,

Jean Benoit Rochon, Quebec, Canada

Ah, what a cosmopolitan readership we
have. Letters come in from all over the

world, even a tiny little island they call

Great Britain. Contradiction in terms in

that name if you ask us though.

1 Now, now. It's faster at loading, most

games are tweaked and CDs are more
reliable than floppy disks. Look at the ben-

efits on games like Beneath a Steal Sky and

Simon the Sorcerer as well as the tweaks

which really do help make the games

something extra special.

2 A ganne is not judge necessarily on

how good it looks, although that helps. If a

game is good, fun, and offers good value

for money it will score well. Plus, JetStrike

wouldn't work so well on an 8 bit system,

and Road Kill would be virtually impossible

to recreate in the same way.

3 Again, a game is taken on its merits -

even if it's a port, it'll be judged on how
good it is as a game. Of course, if it's origi-

nal or unique to the CD32 that'll be taken

into account, but that doesn't necessarily

mean it'll be a great game. Consider too,

that not all readers and users have both

machines.

4 The SNES doesn't make them - soft-

ware companies do. The SNES market

demands games like that anyway, since a

high degree of commercialism must be

taken into account before a company sets

out on the expensive business of producing

a SNES game. There's plenty on the CD32
- Sensfbfe Soccer, PGA, Pinball Illusions etc -

that are better than the SNES counter-

parts, plus there's other games {Simon the

Sorcerer, Frontier, jetstrike) that will never

see the light of day on the SNES.

Honsidering all the massive publicity

generated by Sega and Nintendo

and all the hype surrounding the so-

called 'next generation' machines,

not to mention the rise and rise in

profile of PC CD-ROM titles, it's a great tribute

to the CD32 that it continues to progress

despite an almost total lack of publicity. Apart

from a short lived TV ad campaign it just doesn't

get the popular media coverage that it deserves.

I would be interested to know how many CD32

owners are out there but I suppose it's hard to

tell. How many copies of ACG are sold each

month? This would give us a rough idea. Afterall

you are the only dedicated magazine so I'm sure

most owners buy ACG regularly as not only do

you offer top coverage, but we get CD demos of

all the latest releases which would be impossible

to get hold of otherwise.

Oh yes, one last thing— are you going to

print the results of the reader survey?

Paul Raynor, Chester

Judging by the response to each magazine,

the CD32 users out there are certainly

alive and kicking, and we'll print the survey

results soon, probably next month.

Send your brickbats, bouquets and

any spare cash you may want to

push our way to :

Amiga CD32 Gamer,

Computerfacts,

14a Union Street,

Newton Abbot,

Devon,TQ12 2JS
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60% (Issue 10)

ALFRED CHICKEN

An overhead-view blast-'em-up in the Cauntlet vei

zes and power-ups. Gameplay i

iplistic, but acdon is fast and atmospheric.

ACQ Rated 77% (Issue I)

CANNON FODDER
Virgin

WW! sasonable addic- ', loads of origin ality, playab

tiveness. splattered black humour.

ACG Rated 75% (Is ue2) : ACG Rated 90%

3ENEATH A STEEL SKY H^'VIF^ CASTLES II

Virgin

ft~^4i
(nterplay

The best poinc n click adven

CD32. Escape from a fiitni-isc

Eiire o

c met
Medieval war is

detail in this hu

reproduced

ge strategy g

wliiisc liaviiig enormous fun. - : " . depth, but the incredibly s

ACG Rated 90% (Issue 7) : everyone else.

ACG Rated 39%
BENEFACTOR
Psygnosis CHAMBERS <3F SHAOL
Strange puzzler with tiny sprite ^|IjB| ne animation. A ; Unique

85% (Issue 9) mankind. This should not be bought under any c

seances, except as a cruel gift to an unwanted frii

CHAOS ENGINE
egade

ALIEN BREED 2

t Gountiet-style, A/iens-inspired blaster

on the difficult side and may not appe<

ARABIAN KNIGHTS
Buzz
The graphics are less than awesome, but playability i:

; in this nippy platformer with a sprinkling of m
puzzles to keep you guessing for quite a while. Fun.

BRIAN THE LION
Psygnosis

An imaginatively varied platformer thou

ed for CD32. Playability isn't all it could

ACG Rated 65% (Issue 5)

BRUTAL SPORTS FOOTBALL
MillennJu

A side-scr

fast and furious acti

ACG Rated

CHUCK ROCK
Core Design

Big sprites, but the

CHUCK ROCK II : SON OF CHUCK

ARCADE POOL

quick action en

sorne tough oppc

(Issue 2)
ACG Rated 86% (Issue 2)

BUBBLE AND SQUEAK

liHSMi

BATTLE CHESS
Interplay

.,,.,i,...,,..^lliiWlHliiiiwiii tiffli
CillJl iltlM iliJaiill

"""""" "^

BATTLETOADS
Mindscape
Despite the varied and i

into the original NES gar

= gamestyles packec

BUMP >N> BURN
Grandslam

-aightfor

puisioon by iMa:i^^^ u

two-player mode.

ACG Rated

one side of the screen to the other. Le'

huge scope for longevity, t

ACG Rated 81% (U—

DANGEROUS STREETS

once things gei

and gameplay l

ACG Ri
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DEEP CORE
Ice

Nice intro soundtrack and reasc nable in-|ame graphics ;

FIRE & ICE
Renegade
Although a little unfair at time s, magnificent music.

: INTERNATIONAL KARATE PLUS
; System 3

I A less than brilliant conversion of an 8bit classic

1
can't disguise uninspired arcade-

ACG Rated 42%

D'GENERATiON
Mindscape

adventure

(issue

B^^!^

innovative gamep
one of the most a

ACG Rated

FIRE FORCE

ay and impress

tcractive piatfor

87%

ve graphics mal<e this

Tiers on CD32,
(Issue 2)

too sluggish and limited to shine on CD32.
: ACG Rated 44% (Issue 1)

• INTERNATIONAL SENSIBLE SOCCER
; Renegade

k

A side-scrolling Commando-scyle game ruined by f

controls and sluggish responsiveness.

ACG Rated 34% (Issue I)

ACG Rated 8S% (Issue 2)

DARK SEED
Cyberdreams
A slow buc intriguing adventure game mad
brilliant by stunning graphics. HR Giger's art- \

work provides a haunting atmosphere.

ACG Rated 90% (Issue 4)

long for the ride, but nothing in the

ted 82% (Issue 9)

__,.... . y difficult CD32 version of 71

r, the control system is fun to mess arou

but there's far too few levels.

ACG Rated 52% (Issue I)

FRONTIER: ELITE II

JAMES POND III 1 OPERATION STARFISH
Millennium

A slick addition to the Pond legacy, with bigger spri

;er CD32 platfoi

ACG Rated 78%

atforming

37% (Issu

DIGGERS
Millennium

56% (Issue

DRAGONSTONE

ACG Rated 85% (Issue 10)

ACG Rated 88% (l!

73% (Issue 1)

FIELDS OF GLORY
Microprose

The 'Simulation Kings' ver

Unfortunately, this time they'v

ACG Rated 69%

FURY OF THE FURRIES

and Lemmings-type

ACG Rated

GUARDIAN
CDS Softv/are

A truly innovative

75%

blaster fo

ng a visually stun

ng and monocono

ACG Rated

ning game

us - a per

92%

JETSTRIKE
Rasputin

A real game-player's delight, packed with playa- >

bility. challenge and fantastic attention to ,

'

detail. Quite simply a brilliant crossbr

flight Sim depth and side-scrolling shoot-

action. 200 missions. 60 aircraft and 3 save posi-

JOHN BARNES EUROPEAN FOOTBALL

JUNGLE STRIKE

GLOBAL EFFECT

ACG Rated 55% (N/A)

GUNSHiP 2U0O
MfcroProse

ACG Rated 92% (Issue 2)

A blatant Son

thing except til

ACG Rated

-....f..
isingly fun an(

v/hich plays a lot I

cially v/ith a few fr'

ACG Rated

LABYRINTH OF TIME

Electronic Arts

A surreal adventure with stunnir

to convey a brilliant sense of atmosphere. Very weird

and the slow pace will put off many but it's certainly

different.

ACG Rated 70% (Issue I)

90% (Issue 3)

LAST NINJA 3

System 3

Unchanged from its A500 c

IMPOSSIBLE MISSION 2049
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lospheric conversion of ihe HeroQuest role-play-

ith brilliant graphics and sonics. E:

fast pace will get almost anyone addicted.

Real RPG fans will find it lacking in depth though.

ACG Rated 84% (Issue 3)

LEMMINGS
Psygnosis

A truly excellent game, but this CDTV c

I would be much more

:ed 79%

MYTH
System 3

Another ancient System 3 classic, this still impr

imagination behind b '

play. Control system is a little cumbersome, but budget

price Dartiallv compensates for age. A genuinely innova-

- .. -re history.

ACG Rated 71% (Issue 3)

NAUGHTY ONES

NICK FALDO'S CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF
Grandslam
Best golf available on CD32. Bar none. Good iS

graphics, masses of playability and although a (

NIGEL MANSELL'S WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP
LITIL DIVIL
Gremlin
Four years in the making,

no longer state-of-the-art

his CD-only

but fifty-plu

itie is

pu2-izle rooms add up to a

plenty of Warner Bros-sty

ACG Rated 90

ig challenge

e humour.

% (Iss

with

je4)
1

LOTUS TRILOGY
Gremlin Graphics
A bumper compilation of three now ra

ing games. Rough.

ACG Rated 60% (Iss

therdated

ie2)

^^1
LUNAR-C m rps offB

MMmfi

74% (Issue I)

ACG Rated 37% (Is-

ACG Rated 59% (Issue I)

OUT TO LUNCH

.^ L.M.5v.L...ie, this fun plat-

;cion old-style gameplay with

MARVINS MARVELOUS ADVENTURE

ACG Rated 78% (Is;

OVERKILL
Indscape

67% (Issue I)

IS sophisticated though. Wortr
ACG Rated 79%

PREMIERE
Co>'<' noelan

and it's worth a look if you can't g_,

ACG Rated 65%

PROJECT X
Team 1

7

A classic side-scrolling shoot-'

of power-ups, fast-moving i

Totally unoriginal, but as playable a

in DoublepackwithF/7.)

ACG Rated 89%

RALLY CHAMPIONSHIPS

point not seen before in this type of
j

ACG Rated 89% (I

RISE OF THE ROBOTS
Mirage
Graphically incred

' playability to match. This is the gan

V off your CD32, A legend in its o\

infancy and a milestone of technical excellent

ACG Rated 90% (Issue 61

Reasonable little platformer; platform fans will enjoy it,

but it's not too sophisticated.
; Ocean ^^F ^ ACG Rated 91% (Issue 7)

ACG Rated 72% (Issue 7)
; acion" of the Mega Drive classic improves on

I nhe original wi:h textured courses <ind more
> gameplay options. One not to be missed.

1 ACG Rated 93% (Issue 8)

P ROBOCOD

MEAN ARENAS
Ice

Pac-Man may seem less than state-of-the-art. but this

^' Millennium

; A coloui-ful and playa

J easy. Much like the 2
le platfor

ool games

mer, albeit perhap

this isn't as brill

sabit

ant as

; the hype would lead you to bel

update is very playable with enough updates to provide

reasonable fun.

ACG Rated 61% (Issue 1)

MICROCOSM
Psygnosis

A graphical showcase with a fantastic FMV-style intro.

Unfortunately, gameplay is weak, repetitive and frus-

trating.

ACG Rated 60% (Issue 1)

\ PINBALL FANTASIES
; 2 1 St Century Entertainment

; ACG Rated 80%

: RYDER CUP GOLF
; Ocean
• Brillianc presentation, but in-ga

(Issue 1)

me graphics mov e at a

1 fun with great soundtracks. 1-8 player option i

: ACG Rated 87% (Issue 1)

• PINBALL ILLUSIONS
1

2tst Century

; This is the only pinball game on any system.

; it's as simple as that - this is ,imong the

^"VJF

[^ESSBiEI-iSnEiA^Ii! •^^1^114 s unconvincing. If golf is

; your thing though, it's

: ACG Rated

1 ^
worth ch

68%
ecking out.

(Issue 2)

M:TRE SOCCER SUPERSTARS
Flair

Decent footy sim with plenty of options. If you want a

: cream of CD32 releases. If you've ever h^d
'. an inkling to play the real thing, buy this now.

: ACG Rated 96% (Issue 8)

Jl^fBW'

sside on view of the sport go for it, but it ain't no Sensi! ' PINKY
^

MORPH
I Millenium

I Cute platform antics as you ay to save the my sterious.
: SABRE TEAM
: Krisalis

Millennium
An intriguing arcade puzzler where you morph
between four different types of blob.

• cosmic dinosaurs from extinction. All the i

; elements of a traditional platformer but, disap

nportant

pointing-
I The isometric graphic

J
ing a great sense of a

• the game's depth but o

s are rea

imospher

thers will

istically detailed,

e. Fans of SAS wi 1 love

I ly, it makes no real use of the CD32's hardwar

ACG Rated 84% (Issue 1) : ACG Rated 84% (Issue 6)
; ACG Rated 78% (Issue 3)
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SECOND SAMURAI

two-player mode. Worth a lot

ACG Rated 8S%

SEEK AND DESTROY

SENSIBLE SOCCER

in joypad are off-putting,

lOpliisticated and very playable

SUPERLOOPZ
Audiogenic

SUPER METHANE BROTHERS
Apache Softwar

Great iwo-playe

Bobble variant, but

ion in this sllc

of variety and c

SUPER PUTTY
System 3

An entertaining and original platforr

riy CD32 releases.

ACG Rated 70% (N/A)

UFO — ENEMY UNKNOWN
Microprose
A fine conversion of the PC classic, let do'

responses and irksome controls. If you

these, therein lurks a challenging treat for pa

ACG Rated 80% (

ULTIMATE BODY BLOWS
Team 17

A humongous beat-'em-up with 23 charac

SUPER SKIDMARKS 2

Acid

3ints of lager. Girly wuss-baj

ACG Rated 92%

UNIVERSE
Core Design

A prosaic adventure lifted by an epic storyline, stylish

SKELETON KREW

-
'

: for hard-nuts only.

87% (Issue 9)

SLEEPWALKER

an imaginative contro syste

capable of some great stunts

ACG Rated »»%

STRIKER
Elite

Sim f

ickly. As bad a footle gar

SUPER STARDUST
ream 17

t's basically Asteroids, but the gamepiay i

:ight, powered-up and highly addictive with

superlative graphics in the tunnel

ACG Rated 90% (I

VITAL LIGHT
Millenium

Strange hybrid of Space Invaders and Tetris. thi:

tion test of the highest order '

tive. 30 quid is on the pricey •

ACG Rated 81% (I

THE LOST VIKINGS

A great mix ot arcade action an

ACG Rated 90%

THEME PARK
Mindscape
The one and only amusementp
Ttiywhere. Take S m Cily, add a

dose of fun and yc u're halfwa

ACG Rated. 94%

WEMBLEY INTERNATIONAL SOCCER
Aufliogenic

'Respite a wealth of piay options a--* '
-'-

NO view options, this falls do'

responses. Ambitious, but flawed.

ACG Rated 76% (Issu-
'^

WHALE'S VOYAGE

92% (Issue 10)

THE SEVEN GATES OF JAMBALA
A dreadful platformer which looks like an 8bit game

and plays even worse. Worth buying our back Is

WILD CUP SOCCER
Millennium

Sure, it looks gorgeous, but chi!

Sim nuts will go

ACG Rated

SUMMER OLYMPIX
Flair

Games such as kayaking, boxing and archery

lacklustre programming. The annoying randorr

sion caps off a game too bad to think about.

ACG Rated 37% (

dling uninvolving and the musi

ACG Rated 75%

TOTAL CARNAGE

WING COMMANDER
Electronic Arts

The classic space opera is slickly pn
involving storyline, even if

ed as you first think. Gettir

ACG Rated 86% (I

to leap. Cute her

85% (Is!

SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER
Audiogenic

TOWER ASSAULT

ACG Rated 91% (Is!

ACG Rated 67% (Issue I)

ACG Rated 60% (Is!

ACG Rated 70% (I
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Super
Stardust
for £19.99
Team 1 7's now classic Super

Stardust rates among one of the
finest shoot-'em-ups available on

this or any other system. While
obviously a derivative of classic

arcade games. Super Stardust
has that all important ingredient

— playability — to go with the
stunning graphics and fine addic-

tive qualities. The Wynne bros
were ecstatic over the release,

enthusing "in short. Super
Stardust is probably the most

impressive piece of visual trickery

the CD32 has yet seen. It may
not have the wit or humour of

Litil Divil, or the macabre atmos-
phere of Dark Seed, but for

arcade-style visuals this is way
out in front... For its challenge,
truly arcade intensity and stun-

ning visuals, there's no doubt
that Super Stardust is going to be

a really big hit." Ah, never a
truer word said, lads. Now's

your chance to take advantage
of a really special special offer

(ah, what wordsmiths we are), so
get your chequebooks out and

get writing!

MORE SPECTACULAR SAVINGS ON GAMES
LAMBORGHINI ^ _COMPETITION PRO
AMERICAN CHALLENGE £7.99 IjOYPAd" 17.50

"^^' ^ '^^^
sr driving garr

'

Lamborghini American Challenge

big hit on the CD32 Special Issue cover, uon r

miss ouH

COMPETITION PRO dark seed £24.99
JOYPAD £17.50 Ba<.|, by popular demand, you can now oick

Here at CD32 Gamer, we swear by these H up Dark Seed and a free tips book
pads while you swear about yours. Truly an | £6.99 for just £24.99. Rated 91% in issue 4\

of ACG, we praised it thoroughly. "When so

re banal clones.

SUPER METHANE BROS.

WEMBLEY INT. SOCCER

BUBBLE & SQUEAK

£1 9.99 Theso brilliani discounis con't lasl forever, os we endeavour to

fl O OO ''"'' ''™" '"'*"" ''.''°''. °" '^° '"'"' """"" '° '=P'°== ''"="' '=
*- I ".W order soon to ovoid disoppointmeni, as stocks are dwindling on

all of fhese litles. SuperSovers guarantees solisfaction wilfi bril-

£24.99 liant offers, so moke software buying easy on yourself, with

Amiga CD32 Gamer.



ROADKILL
for £24.99

(R.R.P. £29.99)

Rated 93%, this is one of the very
best arcade games

available on CD32. We're enor-
mously proud to be able to offer

such on exciting new release in

SuperSavers. What did v^e say
about RoadKill? "Boasting the

kind of gut-wrenching ployability

you only dream of, RoadKill
astonishes vsrith its outstanding,
adrenaline pumping action..."

Both games come v/ith Free
Poster offers, so buy either or

both and save some money on
the best CD32

releases around.

GUARDIAN
for £24.99

(R.R.P. £29.99)

This outstanding release was
rated an incredible 92% and

Acid are offering their bestseller

to you, our readers, with an
incredible £5 knocked off the

retail price. Only Amiga CD32
Gamer has the power to get the

best softv/are available for the

CD32 at such incredible discount

ORDER FORM
I WOULD LIKE TO ORDER:

ITEM

Total amount enclosed

£

PRICE

(Please add £1 .00 P&P for games and £1 .50 for acces-

sories. Please allow up to 28 days for delivery).

Method Of payment (please circle)

Cheque • Postal Order • Access • Visa

Credid card No

/ I /

Expiry Date
,

I /

NAME
ADDRESS

POSTCODE
TELEPHONE _

SIGNATURE

SEND THIS FORM TO:

AMIGA CD32 SUPERSAVERS

PARAGON PUBLISHING

FREEPOST(BH1255)BHI IBR

Or telephone our Moil Order HoHine on

i© 0202 780578

or fax your order on ® 0202 299955

Please make all cheques payable In pounds

Sterling to Paragon Publishing Limited



THE BEST GUIDE TO CD32 SOFTWARE IN THE WORLD

f^^irff
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VIEWED: TURBO TRAX, CONAN Ai*^^te



Back issues
order department now has

AWORLD
EXCLUSIVE FROM

Magazines
(With Disks)

These are still

available magazine
and disk intact.

Order now to

avoid disappoint-

ment!

Sl<y, Roadliill. Fields

World CUp Golf i

!»»

includes Bump and Bum, Beneath a Steel Sky. Kid Choas...

Identical to our regular CD32 Gamer 7, except that, a.long w

all the top game demos detailed left, you also get the comple

game of Lamborghini American Challenge from Titus Software

Packed in a stylish jewel case with a full instruction booklet, t

-e available as disks only, without the ac

> being offered for a mind-blo

Packed cover disk featuring Cannon
Fodder, Heimdall II. Ultimate Body H
Blows. Fire and Ice, The Chaos •
!...£...<= a..u uanshee plus more PD
and shareware than you could shake a rubbe

-Sicken at.

Aha! Enter the realms of the Legacy I

r\r sn-^sil with our cover-disk from ' "
ree. Other goodies include _

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge, Zool, D/Hero and

Nigel Manseil. Lots more PD and shareware too.

Eeek - the Litil Divil found his way
onto this month's coverdisk, being f'

one of the best looking games —
around. Jetstrike, Superfrog, Arcade .Pool and a

host of other demos, shareware and PD decided to

join him too.

Rise to the occasion "'' "' ''"
''

Robots, the main feature of this I j

coverdisk. Bubble and Squeak and a L^

peek at Wembley International Soccer, plus, yes,

even more Shareware and PD can be found lan-

guishing here too.

order form

No. 3 £3.95*

(disc only)
Q No 4 £3.95*

(disc only)

Please send me

No 2 £3.95*

(disc only)

No 6 £3.95*

(disc only)

No 9 £6.54*

Name: Sigriature..

No 5 £5.54*

No 7 £5.54* 7Specy£10.54*a No8£6.54*

Postcode Phone No:.

Method of Payment please indicate your choice:

Cheque/Postal Order

Please make payable to ParagBn Publishing

Credit Card Expiry: _

Card Numer: / / /

Please return this coupon, or a photocopy of it {together with your cheque/PO if applicabis rr

Pubiishing Ltrl). in an envetope attOresseO to: AMiGA CD32 BACK ISSUES, Paragpn Publls

1255). BOURNEMOUTH, BH1 1BR. It won't cost you a penny in stamps if posted in the UK,

card hotline on 0202 7B0578 or fax us with details on 0202 299955,

"Please note, pnces include coyer CDs plus 55o potage and packing.

lade payable to Paragon

ning Ltd, FBEEPOST (BH

Alternatiyely, call our credit




